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Mortar Board Works to Fill Three 6 Mafia Spot
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

i-

M o r t a r Board is actively working
to fill the slot left open when it was
voted to remove Three 6 Mafia from
the Oktoberfest line-up. The issue was
first presented in last Tuesday's Student
Government Association (SGA) meeting. SGA President Ben Brittain said
the issue was presented to the SGA because the administration views them as
the key contact since they are elected to
represent the student body.
Mortar Board did not know it was
being brought to SGA. I didn't know, to
be honest, said Mortar Board President Jennifer Maynard. Black Student
Association Representative Jessica Snyder explained, If a student just came to
SGA first they have no obligation to tell
Mortar Board. People were iust going
up to SGA. There wasn't a filter."
After the SGA voted to not support
bringing Three 6 Mafia to campus,
Brittain wrote a letter on behalf or the
SGA to Mortar Board. Maynard explained that an emergency meeting
was scheduled, and about one-third of
Mortar Board was able to come together to discuss the situation. Last
Wednesday Brittain and Maynard met
with Vice President of Student Affairs
Dr. Tim Pierson, Student Union Director Susan Sullivan, Longwood Chief of
Police Bob Beach, and Public Relations
Representative Gina Caldwell to make
the final decision. She said everyone
discussed their concerns and other
possibilities before making thefinaldecision. "I honestly believe it was the
best diecisionforLongwood," said Maynard.
•
"I hate it that the kids don't get a
chance to enjoy the concert, because
we've never played there before, and Longwood University decided to withdraw Three 6 Mafia from Oktoberfest lineup due to concerns about the
• .
. . . «_ _ <
we were excited to go, but if the school
feels that it's not going to be safeforthe where there is not enough manpower ing it says that we have denied Three 6 the conclusion that by me saying 'gang
students, we respect their decision, and in Farmville to do that," said Maynard. Mafia because it will attract African- activity; I'm talking about a specific race
have to go with what they think is best,"
"I feel like they should have taken Americans, which have been a threat to or ethnicity, I cant control that," said
said DJ Paul in a statement released by everything into consideration before campus in recent weeks. I think a lot of Brittain.
"I, as well as the Student Government
Three 6 Mafia.
they booked them, paid them, afld an-__ students don't know what racism actu"I was shocked and angry. The mi- nounce it to the whole school," said jun- ally means. Anytime someone relates to Association, && not mean to implicate
nority of Longwood's student popula- ior Daria Kelly. She went on to say, the color of someone's skin, even sub- any specific racial or ethnic group in
tion no longer have an act to look "Honesdy, I do fed it was probably for tíy, the majority of people in this day that statement," Brittain added. "It has
nothing to with the color of your skin.
forward to, and the reason they gave the students, even though it's not what cry racism, said junior Apollos Hill.
I think they tried too hard to not be It has to dp with the actions," said Maywas kind of insensitive," said sopho- we wanted. I understand why they
more Laneka Brown.
mlled the act, I just feel like it would racist, that it just came across racist," nard.
"I feel like the group was pulled for lave gone over a little better if it had said Kelly. "The email talked about how The moneyforthe band will be taken
good reasons, but this should have >een pulled earlier rather than a week the group might attract 'individuals as- out of die SGA reserve fund. The resociated with violent behavior' and serve fund is madefromany money left
come up well before the band was even >efoit the event"
asked to perform. The attacks have
Other complaints have said the state- most of the individuals that listen to over from die previous school year and
been occurring since the veryfirstweek mentreleasedabout Three 6 Mafia not Three 6 Mafia are African-American. pushed into a reserve account to be
of school," said junior Amy Ellis.
coming to campus was racist. "I think Longwood had The Used for Spring used in emergency situations. The new
Some students have complained the that it was worded the way it was stated Weekend last year, and they are a group band will cost anywhere from $7,000views were from a limited audience and You can't change quotes ... I think in that has a large following that are asso- $10,000. "We don't want that to negacomplaints were not representative of the back of peoples minds are the crime ciated with violence, yet they were not tively impact the funding for other
orauiizauons,'' Brittain said, explaining
what the campus felt overall. "I think a logs, are the description of the suspects. pulledT said Brown.
"I do agree. Ifeellike there were racial why the money was coming from the
lot more students were nervous to go I U\ink that more than anything conundertones
to the announcement," said reserve fund.
against the grain and say those things," trolled the opinions of people thinking
"This decision will not affect how fun
Ellis.
"I
believe
that the statement that
said Snyder.
it's racist," said Snyder.
Oktoberfest
be. We still have our
"The administration saidfromthe be"Hie announcement was clearly stat- was released could have been worded school spirit,will
we
still
have our klowns,
ginning, "We will support whatever you ing that having a band like Three 6 better arid put in a better light, but there
and
we
still
have
our
spirit leaders.
decided. If we wanted the group there, Mafia on campus will attract fans that was no real intention of being racist,"
There will be a bunch of other great
we were going to find a way to make it are exceptionally violent and danger- saidPoe.
safe at the venue. The concern was not ous. In this town, the majority of them
"When I wrote [the SGA statement] bands and great booths... The students
the venue itself. Its what would happen just happen to be black. I gather 'those' that theîe was no implication of race in make it Oktoberfest," said Brittain.
"I think it's important for students to
after the venue ... That's the point students read die announcement think- that comment... If someone jumps to

Timeline
of Events

9/21/2010
-Complaints about Three 6
Mafia brought to the Student
Government by Mortar
Board Advisor Susan Sullivan

9/22/2010
-A group of six Longwood
administrators and student
leaders decide to withdraw
Three 6 Mafia from Oktoberfest lineup

9/23/2010
-Longwood students notified that Three 6 Mafia will
not be performing at Oktoberfest

"Easy A" Review - Pg. 8

"Glee" Review - Pg. 9

Soccer-Pg. 11

"crowd" Three 6 Mafia would draw.
*;+V. not <
Mrictthing
tViinnand
art/1the
know
that it's
a%racist
school is doing their best to give out information as much as they can to the
best of their abilities to explain it well,
but it was definitely more of a campus
security thing and not a racist thing,"
said Snyder.
"There are still great things happening. We have battle of the bands starting
Friday night, which isfollowingColor
Wars,
....
. suoi
j i ,a*huge Longwood tradition.
President Finnegan is going to be leading Color Wars ... I think there are a lot
otthings that are happening," said Maynard.
"I felt totally well-informed. Longwood has always been great about that,"
said Brown. "I feel like we have been
well-informed of everything going on
involving Oktoberfest. It's just not sitting right with a lot of us," said Ellis.
Hopefully from now on Mortar
Board and Lancer Productions as well,
will all just research a bit before they
book an act for any more of our events;
that way students won't be mad about
it, because Ireallydo feel everyone was
really looking forward to Three6 and
were more disappointed than mad
about it all," said Kelly.

9/27/2010
-NBC 12 covers Longwood
removing Three 6 Mafia
from Oktoberfest lineup
-Mortar Board submits a bid
to a new band

IT

nîm-uiy otO - Pg. 2

ftwto

9/28/2010
- The decision is made that
the money for the new band
will come out of the SGA reserve fund
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The Wrong
Impression
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Respect. It's one
of those words we
hear day in and
day out. But what
does it really
mean, and how
do we show it?
We all possess
the ability to
show respect, but
NEWS
that
doesn't
COLUMN
mean we refrain H H H H
from showing it
every now and again. We have all let our
emotions overtake us and allowed a few
choice words to escape our twisted tongues
at times. The way I see it, if you can control
your feelings and limit them "to a profes* sional manner, you're set.
The golden rule puts it best: Treat others
how you want to be treated. Sticking to such
an ancient and simple approach is the hard
part. Oftentimes, we tend to overreact in
situations or simply forget to think about
how we would feel if someone treats us the
way we might treat them. Bullying is the
classic example. The good thing is, most of
us realize this feet in our college career. We
grow in maturity and learn to express our
opinions and feelings in a positive and
classy way.
But, I aid say most. And since most isn't
synonymous with all, there lies the problem.
There are a small percentage of people still
stuck in the prepubescent years. You don't
know how to express your thoughts, much
less form your own opinion. Instead, you
just jump on the proverbial bash bandwagon and go after what ever there is to go
after. The fact of the matter is, it is done and
it's simply embarrassing.
It has come to my attention that some people tend to have no respect whatsoever. The
thing about respect is that it isn't something
only to be directed toward a person or a
group of people. Respect can oe given to
inanimate objects as well. In this case, the
respect, or lack of, I refer to will be focused
on our very own collegiate institution.
The saddest part of this lack of respect is
that such behavior is not justified. Take for
instance the most recent news from Longwood that Three 6 Mafia, a popular musical
group, will not be performing at Oktoberfest this year. Some students have written
expletives on Facebook and sent inappropriate Twitter messages to the university's
networking page. They have called Longwood University a "racist" institution and
have said unthinkable thing^about fellow
students and administrators. All this, over
a band that only a few students even had a
say in choosing. Such outrage directed not
toward the people who made the decision,
but to the institution as a whole.
Think about the faculty members or administrators who are cruising through
Facebook profiles or are typing the university's name in the query bar on a social networking page. How will they react? Mind
you, what would your organization's president think if they knew one of their members is putting down the university just out
of spite? That's the wrong impression you
want to give them. The problem is feelings
take over and the consequential thoughts
fail to cross your mind. That's a problem because once you have let your emotions control you, it's all over and you might as well
face the consequences of your immature actions.
Sure, I've been upset with Longwood a few
times over some decisions. Last winter, I felt
as if one day in particular when there was
ice on the sidewalks and it was sleeting at
7:20 a.m., a decision should have been made
to suspend 8 a.m. classes. Fve had issues
with tuition increases and I've felt the university should have responded with more
appropriate actions in a few select incidents
over the past few years. But, I have handled
such instances respectively and professionally. If that is ensured, I feel like my opinion
is justifiable.
The problem is, it's not just in light of
some recent events. It seems to be a constant for many students to deface Longwood's title in the name of personal justice;
Just because our soccer team loses four
games in a row, that does not give someone
the right to discredit the players or the team.
They still work hard ever) though the end
result may not support that thought. What
if the roles were reversed?
Instead of complaining and showing off
on Facebook, Twitter, what have you, about
why "Longwood Sucks," why not actually
join or start some sort of advocacy group to
address these problems. Have a say in the
problems. Write a letter to someone and tdl
them, in a professional manner, how you
fed. Get some friends to join in vour cause.
Numbers often speak louder than words,
and a strong backing on a small campus will
definitely make a mark.

Major Changes Made to the This Year's Senior Challenge Campaign
TAMIKA SAYLES

Asst. Ads Manager
T h e "ChangeforLongwood" campaign willIreplace the Senior Class Challenge campaign to allow
for underclassmen to contribute, but seniors will
still be the main focus of the campaign. Efforts
such as classroom visits will be made by Change for
Longwood committee members in order to teach
the underclassmen the value of giving back.
Change for Longwood adviser Alyson Goff described the new campaign as a "brand-new initiative."
Goff said, "In the past only seniors have been
asked for contributions. Freshmen through juniors
have never really been approached, so in a collective initiative, the main theme behind it is that we
are asking students to spare their change for the
prosperity of Longwood. We want students to
know that change matters." The events related to
this cause have not yet been confirmed. One of the
ideas being considered is Penny Wars. Penny Wars
allows classes to compete with each other in order
to achieve the highest collection.
There's a possibility that the money collected
from the underclassmen may go toward textbook
scholarships for incoming students. The money
collected from the seniors may go toward the Long-

wood Fund. According to the Office of Annual
Ghana's (OAG) website, the Longwood Fund providesflexibleannual funding for alumni programs,
scholarships, publications, and academic departments. These ideas may be subject to change in the
fUture and are dependent upon the "input" of the
students, Goff explained
Last year, seniors were asked to make a gift to the
Senior Class Challenge in honor of their graduating
year. The gift options were $30.10 for the Spirit
package, $20.10 for the Pridepackage, and $10.10
for the Tradition package. Tne Spirit and Pride
packages included an invitation to the last wine and
dessert event with retired Longwood President Dr.
Patricia Cormier, and an acknowledgment of three
people or organizations in the "In Honor" publication. The Tradition package included an acknowledgment to the "In Honor publication as welL In
total last year, the Senior Class Challenge campaign
collected $2,753.49 in total contributions.
The Challenge was revamped so all students could
contribute any amount of money, without having
to commit to a set amount of money. Goff said,
"Anything you can contribute with your passion
and your pride says a lot"
According to an article in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, other universities are taking the same
initiatives in order to increase the amount of stu-

dent participation. At Emory University, the freshman class is given blue piggy banks in order to
communicate the importance of contributing to the
annual fund. The OAG hosted several Piggy
Round-up" events so that students have an opportunity to drop off their piggy bank savings. The donations were used for textbook scholarships.
Paula Prouty, the director of development and advancement services, originally started the Senior
Class Campaign in 1989 at the 150th anniversary
of the founding of Longwood University. Prouty
said, "What we wanted to do was to educate the students about giving bade." She continued, "We asked
them to make afive-year plan, with the first year
being $10, the second year being $20, the third $30,
the forth $40, and the fifth $50, and the combined
total of that would be $150 for the sesquicentenniaL"
Goff and her newly elected chairman Kaitlyn
Portlock are in the process of organizing a senior
committee. According to Goff, the senior committee isresponsibleforcontributing most of the ideas
to the ChangeforLongwood campaign.
- All students are encouraged to help out with
Change for Longwood. Goffsaid, "If we all participate and give w ^ we can, then we all have thejjotential to make huge strives across campus." Goff
said details of die campaign are subject to change.

Frito-Lay CEO Speaks at Executive-in-Residence
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
A i Carev, president and chief
executive officer of Frito-Lay
North America, spoke to students
in Jarman Auditorium Mon., Sept.
27 as part of the Executive-inResidence series hosted by the
College of Business and Economics at Longwood University. Carev
leads PepsiCo's $12 billion snack
and convenient food business and
was appointed to his current position in June 2006. He has previously served as president of
PepsiCo Sales, a division responsible for PepsiCo's sales and customer management for retail,
foodservice and fountain businesses. In this role, he was the architect of PepsiCo's successful
"Power of One strategy.
Carey has also been chief operating officer for PepsiCo Beverages & Foods. He also has served
as senior vice president of sales for
Pepsi-Cola North America. He
joined PepsiCo and Frito-Lay in
1981 as director of trade development for Frito-Lay. Before that, ne
spent seven years in sales at Procter & Gamble.
Carey graduated from the University of Maryland and is a member of the board of directors of
Home Depot, the world's largest
home improvement retailer. He is
also a member of the University of
Maryland Board of Trustees and
the Smith School of Business
Deans Advisory Council at the
University of Maryland. He is also
on the board of corporate advisers
to the National Council of LaRaza
and on the advisory council of
Portland State University's Food
Industry Leadership program.
Although Carey has an extensive
list of credentials, he said he still
sees himself in a normal light.
One of the first things he said
when he took the stage in Jarman
was, "I'm a potato chip salesman."

Frito-Lay is a company with
some $13 billion in revenue. It's a
division of PepsiCo, a $60 billion
company that is the largest food
and beverage company in North
America and second in the world.
Even though this is such a profitable venture, Carey is trying to
break the viewpoint down to put
the company back in the hands of
the customers.
His main starting point placed
well-being at the top of the fist. He
explained that the company has
worked to make food healthier
and they want to listen to customers in order to be the best
green company ever. Carey said he
tries to make Frito-Lay employees
more inspired so they perform at
levels they did not think were possible.
Carey went on to explain the
company's specific goals m its different sectors of operation. In regard to being healthy, he
explained that the company is taking bad fats out of tneir foods.
Fnto-Lay hired a consultant a few
years ago that recommended they
get ria of trans-fat from their
items. They started blending
canola oil, sunflower oil, and corn
oil to make a much healthier
product. They also reduced
sodium levels in all products and
are currently working on making
many of their products with no artificialflavor,Monosodium glutamate (MSG), and completely
gluten free.
Carey said by the end of 2011,50
to 60 percent of Frito-Lay's products will be all natural and low in
sodium, and all will be gluten free,
with the exception of their two
wheat products. He said they hope
to make themselves a value to customers by making products
healthier without increasing costs.
In the area of consumers, Carey
said the company is making
strides at becoming more accessible. They want to listen to cus-

Al Carey addresses the students In Jarman Auditorium. Photo By: AI«X Goad
tomers and take suggestions and lowed by customers, frontline,
criticism into consideration. Tar- middle management, senior manget and Sam's Club voted Frito- agement and then CEO. He exLay as vendor of the year in 2009, plained that the bosses in Piano,
a goal Carey hopes to continue to Texas, where Frito-Lay North
America is located, should not be
strive for.
"A truly green approach from making equipment decision in
seed to shell" is the motto Frito California because it doesn't make
Lay has developed and tries to sense.
Carey said he prefers to ask the
achieve in their company. Carey
people
in charge in California
explained their efforts to go green
what
they
want and what they
are not always perfect. He pointed
out the example of the SunChip need. "It is always better when
bags. These bags are made from you... empower 50,000 people to
corn and compost and will de- get the work done," he said. Carey
grade in 14 weeks. The bags, how- ended the presentation by saying
ever, as Carey pointed out, are leadership t>y fear is weak and it is
extremely noisy when they are always better to build confidence
handled. "I'm not afraid to say we in employees. "That will lead to
made a mistake," Carey said, the best results."
The next Executive-inadding that mistakes are a way
Residence
will be Wed., Nov., 3 at
people learn and that they are
7
p.m.
in
Hiner Auditorium.
working on making a less noisy
Frank Qui, CEO and Ting Xu,
bag.
Carey also touched on the lead- President of Evergreen Enterership efforts. The model a lot of prises, Inc., in Richmond, Va., will
companies use is the CEO on top, speak on "Credit Where Credit is
followed by senior management, Due: Banks, Their Clients and
middle management, frontline, Communities."
customer, ana consumer. FritoLay also used this model until
about four years ago, when they
flipped it to consumers pn top fol-

SGA Discusses Oktoberfest and Virginia 21
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
A t the Sept. 28 meeting of the Student Government Association (SGA) meeting, the replacement band for Mortar Board was
discussed. Mortar Board President Jennifer
Maynard said, "Mortar Board submitted a bid
last night and we have not heard back yet." She
addedthat they are pretty excited about the
new band, and will release a statement when
they hear back about the bid.
Teacher evaluations were brought up again
during open forum, and it was discovered that
professors do read both the written and print
outs of evaluations. President Ben Brittain,
during his executive report, said that SGA fiscal technician Justin Yancey has taken a new
position, so the SGA needs to hire new one.
Brittain will be part of the interview process,
which will occur next week, and they nope to
have a new one in the next couple of weeks.
Brittain said the website is down because
SGA somehow lost their domain. He is working on getting that fixed. He also said that Historian Matt Hovey discovered that there were
two versions of the way constitutions are sup-

posed to be submitted. The SGA created an
Ad-Hoc constitutional submission process revision committee to create one final version of
what a constitution should look like when t is
submitted. Hovey; Daniel Brown, Tucker
Doughty, Daniel Russo and Rachel Fortney
will sit on that committee.
The last thing discussed in the executive report was OktoBerfest. Brittain read the statement given to Mortar Board on behalf of the
SGA. He then showed the dip that appeared
on the NBC12 newscast Monday night. Brittain explained that he sat on a committee along
with Maynard, Chief of Longwood Police Bob
Beach, Vice-President of Student Affairs Dr.
Tim Pierson, Student Union Representative
Susan Sullivan and Public Relations Representative Gina Caldwell.
The committee met and decided as a collective group to withdraw the bid for Three 6
Mafia. Brittain said that anyone who is confronted by the decision should direct the concerns to Brittain so they can be handled. If the
contract is signed the money will come out of
the reserve fund that can be accessed by Brittain and Pierson. "If we draw from this years
account I'm afraid it will negatively impact the

opportunities for clubs and organizations on
campus," said Brittain. One senator raised the
comment that he felt like the senate still
needed to vote on the money even if it came
out of reserve fiinds, which was not addressed.
Senior Class Representative Emily Van
Daniker spoke about Virginia 21, and mentioned the Virginia 21 «districting. She explained that she went to a student leadership
council meeting that occurs once a month. She
explained that Virginia Commonwealth University created a website called Mytuition.vcu.com. Van Daniker said they are
thinking about bringing it here. The website
puts things into student terms instead of Board
of Visitors terms, such as what percent of the
tuition goes where. Lots of schools adopted
textbook-trading blogs in which there are different subject links and students can coordinate and meet to trade textbooks.
The next Student Government Meeting will
be on Tuesday, Oct 5 at 3:45 at the CHI fountain on Brock Commons. The rain location is
the BC room.
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LeGette Speaks on Gaol During Nineteenth Century Britain
COREY MORRIS

NEWS BRIEFLY

News Editor
Assistant Professor of English Dr. Casie
LeGette was the latest speaker at Longwood
University's Blackwell Talks. LeGettes presentation was entitled "The Lyrical Speaker
Goes to Gaol Poetry and Prisoners in Nineteenth-Century Britain." The discussion,
which took place Mon. Sept 27, revolved
around political prisoners in Great Britain
during the 1800s and how they influenced
poetry and writing.
LeGette, a first-year faculty member, received her doctorate and masters degree from
the University of Georgia. She obtained a
ph.D in English from the University of
Michigan. Part of her dissertation revolved
around her Blackwell presentation.
During her presentation, LeGette focused
much of her attention on two well-known
British writers: Henry Vincent and Samuel
Bamford. She looked at nineteenth century
radical editors and publishers because of their
political papers penned while imprisoned.
Much of the history of prison is also a history of writing," she said.
LeGette began the discussion with Vincent,
a Chartist demonstrator during the political
and socialreformmovement in the mid-19th
century in Britain. The government feared
Chartism because it called for parliamentary
reform and demanded for equality of elections for all men. Writers who praised Chartism were imprisoned and placed in gaol
(pronounced jail'). LeGette explained the
British government did not desire for these
writers to continue with their work She said
during one of the most famous Chartist
demonstrations in Kennington Common,
London in 1848, nearly all toe top Chartists
were arrested and imprisoned.
The imprisonment came during a time
when gaols were seen as holding places where
people were kept until the justice system
could handle them. Most crimes, even something as petty as pick pocketing, were punishable by execution. However, the majority
of juries through such sentences out because
they viewed them as harsh.

Virginia Tech Student Identified After Weekend Death
BLACKSBURG, Va.—A Virginia Tech student whofellto his death from
a balcony in Blacksburg has been identified, according to the campus
newspaper The Collegiate Tunes. David Campbell Gayle, of Norfolk,
died after falling from a third-floor balcony in an apartment along Whipple Drive The 19-year-old sophomore political science major was not
listed as a resident of the building where hefellAfellowTech student,
Michael Smith, arrived at the scene and performed vital checks on the
subject,findingonly afeintpulse and shallow breathing. A Kacksbure
Police Department officer arrived at the scene along with a rescue squad
EMS members and Smith administered two shocks to Gayle with an automated external defibrillator (AED). He was then taken to Montgomery
Regional Hospital where he was pronounced dead A witness reported
to EMS personnel that Gayle tried to access the roof before felling.
Blacksburg police are still investigating the death.
LeGette speaks about how things were in nineteenth century prisons.
Most of the imprisoned writers spent their caused much feedback and even sparked an
time doing exactly what they were put in jail accompaniment piece by someone who read
for—writing and editing papers. Many of the work. All of this happened within the
them were in fact tried again because of their same month, a remarkable trek during this
writing while in jail. They often communi- tl
LeGette said "I think it's hard to understand
cated with one another through either hand
how
real it was for people in the nineteenth
gestures or banging on pipes, a behavior that
century"
She went on to comment on how
bothered many of toe wardens.
well
known
these writers became, even
Vincent jokingly wrote in the National Vindicator that he would be addressing people though they were seen as bad people in the
from the Monmouth Gaol. Vincent was very eyes of the government ana upper-class
humorous and sarcastic in his writing. Such members of society. "One thing that you can
with the behavior of Vincent, a concern dur- see happening in these prisons is the political
ing this time was what if prisoners became creditably you get," she said. "You go to prison
better educated instead ofjust a better citizen, and then you become a kind of a version of a
celebrity?*
explained LeGette.
The next Blackwell Talk will be Oct 4,12-1
The Black Dwarf, a weekly London publip.m.
in the Blackwell Virginia Room. Assocication, was Bamford's claim to fame. He
ate
Professor
of Finance and Real and Dewrote poetry and included an account of his
partment
of
Accounting,
Economics, Finance
arrest and imprisonment LeGette explained
many of these writers often wrote in their 8c Real Estate Chair Dr. Bennie Waller, will
tagline openly that thev were residing in a present "Estimating the Effect of Crime Risk
prison cell In one of his works, "Lines to on Property Values and Time on Market EvJemima," the name of his wife, Bamford wrote idence from Megan's Law in Virginia."
it and had it published in toe Dwarf. This

Study Abroad Ambassadors Share Experiences
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Longwood's study abroad
ambassadors had a meeting
Sept. 23 in the Ruffner East
Lounge to discuss their plans
for this year and have already
taken part in the program.
"We're really trying to get the
awareness out there," said Beth
Barr, graduate assistant to the
Office of International Affairs.
The point of the ambassadors is to have a line for people who still have questions
about studying abroad to
speak with. The pairs are
based on region. The group
plans to have a buddy lunch on
Oct. 19 to aid in this. Some of
the students attended the
study abroad fair.
The ambassadors are trying to compile a newsletter involving experiences from
students. The newsletter is for

interested students and will act
as a tool to hook those who are
going to summer near the end
of the semester. They will also
have an Oktoberfest booth for
said students.
Mary Hoover partook in the
program through the Butler
University Institute for Study
Abroad and went to Santiago,
Chile during Spring 2009. She
was in the country during two
pivotal times. Hoover witnessed the fifth largest earthquake to strike the region in
history and the transfer of
power during a historical presidential election.
After graduating in May,
Hoover plans to return to the
region to live and work. "It
could be permanent and it
could be temporary," she said.
One thing holding Hoover to
the area is her boyfriend, who
she met there. Regardless, she
said she plans to travel the

world after she graduates.
Daria Hoobchaak traveled to
Valencia, Spain and Greece
this past summer. She studied
for tnree different classes, including SPAN 201, HIST 484,
and THEA 101. "I had a great
time," she said. "I was a little
nervous about the food, but
most of it turned out well,"
Hoobchaak added. The most
interesting thing she noted
about the trip was seeing a
newer and more different culture than what is offered stateside.
Senior Mark Turner went to
Arnhem, Netherlands and^said
the experience was "great." He
said, ^ f I had more than three
and a half months there, I
would have stayed." Turner
said he was the only real
American there, so he turned
out to be a popular person
many people wanted to talk to.
He is considering going back

to the Netherlands. "It's a huge
decision tb make.but it's great
to get out of your comfort
zone," Hirner said when asked
how to entice students still on
the fence about going abroad.
Barr said of the twelve ambassadors: "I think they're really important because the^r
offer a unique perspective.
She said it is easy to get lost in
toe paperwork, but the experience is "fresh and exciting"
Barr made sure to thank Director of International Affairs
Dr. Robert Frank and Administrative/Program Specialist
Hunter Swanson.
Oct. 6 will be an International Coffee Hour. Some 70
students have been invited to
the event, to be held in East
Ruffner Lounge outside of the
Office of International Affairs.
The next ambassador meeting
will be Thurs. Oct. 28 at 3:30
in toe lounge.

Job & Internship Fair Opens Students to Career Opportunities
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Longwood's Academic 8c Career Advising Center (ACAC) hosted the annual
Fall fob 8c Internship Fair on 1\ies., Sept.
28 in Blackwfell Hall. The day featured a
total of 33 different employers on hand to
talk with students about business opportunities for either a career or an internship
for next summer. A number of students
triclded in and out of the event that lasted
from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m.
The ACAC posted a few pointers on
their website prior to the event for students to refer to in order to make a good
impression to possible employers. They
induded reviewing a list of employers attending and researching the ones students
had an interest in. Students were also instructed to bring copies of their resume to
the fair, as well as to dress professionally.
Senior Carrie Thomas said she attended
the event to see what jobs where available.
As a biology major, Thomas said there
was not a great deal of companies that appealed to ner major, but there were a few
that caught her attention.
Much tike Thomas, senior history major
Dan Bendele said he came out to visit
some of the booths, most specifically one
his girlfriend's father works for. Bendele
saiane plans to go to law school in the future ana then go into the law enforcement
career. "I think it's been a good turnout
with the vendors," he said.

Some of the recruiters at the fair took
time to give students a few words of wisdom in their job search. Tom Leighty, a
representative from Computer Science's
Corporation (CSC), a business that develops technology-enable solutions to help
solve problems, located in Falls Church,
Va., said students should have an idea of
where they're going when they get ready
to graduate. "It's about soul searching,
Saia Leighty, who has been with CSC for
two and a half years. "You need to present
yourself well and have confidence," he
added. Leighty, who was looking primarily for computer science majors with a
minor or interest in criminal justice, said
the computer industry has changed drastically since he started working in the field
in 1979, and is an ever-growing career.
DMG Securities, a full-service investment banking and securities brokerage
firm housed in Great Falls, Va., representative Korey Denton shared an optimistic
outlook for students unsure if they will be
able to obtain a job after graduation. "It's
a tough job market these days," said Denton, Dut there are opportunities out there
for sure."
Dustin Dwyer, from SNVC, a department of defense contractor out of Fairfax,
Va., said students should "find something
you're interested in and start out early in
deciding what you want to do after college. Don't wait until the last minute of
your senior year."
Other vendors on had included GEICO,

Target, Prince William County Police Department, CVS/pharmacy, Allen Corporation of America, Modern Woodmen of
America, and the United States Secret
Service, a popular and unique stop for
many fair attendees. All of the vendors offeree! either job or internship opportunities to students.
Many of the internships offered at the
event varied in expectations. For instance,
a representative for the City of Roanoke
government explained their internship,
open to college juniors and seniors, could
be completea in a minimum of 20 hours.
This is beneficial for those who are working or have other time commitments during the summer.
Junior Emily Popek called the day a success. "All of the recruiters have been very
friendly and interested in the students ana
what tney want out of an internship this
coming summer." Popek, a business major
with a concentration in business management, added while a few majors seemed
unrepresented, just about anyone could
find something they were interested in.
She explained a discussion she had with a
GEIC6 Insurance representative. "Even if
I didn't' get an internship with GEICO or
any insurance agency, I could always find
a career because they are less picky?
For more information on any of the employers at the fair or any questions regarding internships and careers, contact
toe ACAC located in Lancaster G08-A.

More Questions than
Answers After VDOT Audit
RICHMOND, Va.—An independent audit of the Virginia Department
of TransportationreleasedSept 23 showed that the department has a
surplus of almost $1 billion. According to WAVY10-TV (Portsmouth,
Va.), the audit was conducted by a Richmond-based accountingfirmlast
April, during the period where many state rest areas were closedforthe
department to save money from their account Since die audit, a number of Virginians have wondered where the surplus will be spent VDOT
has not made public any plans to update a list of proposed projects, but
work on 1-66 and RL 220 in Botetourt County are among projects the de-

K t d i M t o t h e audit, senior VDOT managers left almost $500 million
in the state's wallet thisfiscalyear. The money was availableformaintenance projects. The managers reportedly slowed down improvement
projects because theyfearedbudget shortfalls. A total of $100 million in
projects has been delayed due to the department only having partial
funding. Around 50findingswere highlighted in the audit that showed
funds mat went unspent Gov. Bob McDonnell said in a pressrelease,
"We will not tolerate inefficiency or mismanagement at VDOT or any
other state agency?

Temporary Facilities Hope to
Ease Jail Overcrowding
porary jail space. The Virginian-Pilot reports
Chesapeake Correctional Center has three temporary barracks-like
buildings that create additional spaceforinmates. The temporary structures hdp the city because they do not have the funds to payfora mudineeded $200 million expansion There are some changes in die newceUs,
which have a cloth roofinstead of metal Virtually eveiything in the fecility is metal including the mirrors in the bathrooms. The barrack-like
buildings are created by Proteus On-Demand Facilities. The company
has about ten buildings across the country at a given time that house
about 3,000 prisoners.TCieyare used for two tofiveyears. The structures
are 32 feet high and are surrounded by a 16-foot tall fence. Chesapeake
CoL Jim O-Sullivan told The Virginian-Pilot, "We won't be breaking a
botde of champagne on it to celebrate, but it will make thing a lot nicer
for our facility. Tie buildings cost $6.3 million to leaseforfiveyears.

Southwest, AirTran Plan for
Merger
NEW YORK—The AP reported Southwest Airlines has agreed to purchase AirTran in a $ 1.4 billion deal that will merge two ofthe country's
largest low-fere airlines. The deal will also give Southwest a bigger share
of tne market in the Northeast region ofthe United States, along with the
busiest hub at Atlanta. The move, announced Sept 27, will bring Southwest into 37 new cities. The buyout is the latest in a consolidation project that has induded Continental Airlines and United, which will topple
Delta this week as the largest airline in the world. Higher feres a
product ofthe latest consolidation in areas where competition is already
steep, such as in New York and Boston Still,faresales, a staple of AirTran, will most likely be implemented because of less competition in the
market Southwest will drop AirTrans bagfeeswhen die pair combines
in 2011

Shooting at University of
Texas Leaves One Dead
AUSTIN, Texas—A University of Texas (UT) openedfireTuesday with
an assault rifle on the campus beforefetaljyshooting himself at the campus library. No others were hurt in the incident The shooting beaan near
thefountainin front ofthe UT Tower that marks the location of die nations deadhestsh(X)tingrampap more than 40 years ago.'rhe school issued an all-clear notice shortly after the shooting but still remained
dosed The gunman was identified as 19-year-old Cohon Tooley,asq»omore math major. Police did not mention a motive. The police chief
said he believes Tooley went into the library as police dosed in on him,
then shot himself in toe head on the sixthfloorof die building. Police
did notfireany shots. Tooley attended Crockett High School in Austin.
His principle described him as an excellent student UT President Bill
Powers said in a statement "Our campus is safe."
- N«wi Brief* compiUd by Cony Morri*
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Longwood Company of
Dancers at Oktoberfest

Get Your Spirit On
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor

NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

Every year, Longwood students follow an established school-pride guide to being
spirit-hill for an entire week. It is formal procedure for students to display their school
spirit in accordance with the suggested outfits of each day. Spirit Week precedes Oktoberfest weekend and is a fun way for students to feel connected, even if it is through
clothing. This year's annual celebration of school and class spirit will be from Mon.,
Sept. 27 through Fri., Oct. 1.

Between the bands, Color Wars, booths and general hectic-ness of Oktoberfest, a group of
graceful-and elegant dancers will be performing their first show of the semester. The Longwood Company of Dancers will be premiering tneir newest dancers at their first show of the
year this Saturday.
They will be performing at Oktoberfest on Sat., Oct 2 at 11 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. The show costs
$3 per person and will be held in Willett Hall. The show will consist offivedances, all choreographed by Rodney Williams and Marquis Mapp.
"Oktoberfest is the first performance of the year for us, so everyone is excited for Longwood
and the community to see what we have been working on," explained President Stevie Wilson.
Historian Kayla Tornai said the company has been working hard for three weeks to learn these
new dances.
The Company added six new dancers this semester. "I am really looking forward to performing witn the new dancers for the first time, they have worked so hard and I can't wait to
see them perform," said Tornai. "Oktoberfest is always a great recital for the dance company.
It's a lot of ftin performing with the new members for the first time," added Wilson.
The company is a competitive organization, with auditions held once a year in the fall. The
company focuses on modern and lyrical dance forms, with African and jazz influences. They
also perform in Jarman Hall twice a year, at the end of the fall and spring semesters.

The line-up for this year's dress wear is as follows:
Monday, Sept. 27: Organization T-shirt Day
What organizations are you affiliated with at LU? Greek life? Sports? Clubs? Religion?
Whatever it is, remember to flaunt it.
Tbesday, Sept 28: Oktoberfest T-shirt Day
These classic shirts are made specific to each year's Oktoberfest event. Don't forget to
buy yours.
Wednesday, Sept. 29: Longwood Spirit Day; Blue and White
Wedn<
It doesn't matter what type of clothing you nave on today as long as it is blue and white
or represents our schools name.
Thursday, Sept. 30: Class Colors Day
Freshmen and juniors wear green, and sophomores and seniors wear red.
Friday, Oct. 1: White Wash Day
This one is easy; wear something white in preparation for color wars.

5 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT COLOR WARS

In the past, Spirit Week has offered a mash-up of different styles from 80's gear to
sportswear, but class colors, Oktoberfest t-shirts, and organization representation remain a tradition. Although it is not required, students are encouraged to parade each
day's selected outfit. Those who want to learn more about this week's spirit or Oktoberfest 2010 can go to http://lancerlongwood.edu/org/mortarboard/default.html.

1. IF YOU ARE GRADUATING IN AN ODD YEAR ( 2 0 1 1 , 2 0 1 3 ) YOU ARE PART OF THE
GREEN CLASS. IF YOU ARE GRADUATING IN AN EVEN YEAR ( 2 0 1 0 , 2 0 1 2 ) YOU ARE
PART OF THE RED CLASS.

w

2 . PRESIDENT FINNEGAN WILL BE KICKING OFF COLOR WARS THIS YEAR.

We're excited to see the level of participation this year as we all get ready for the
highly anticipated weekend. Reminder of the week: It's okay to wear your pride on
your sleeve.

3 . COLOR WARS IS BEING HELD FRIDAY, OCT. 1 AT 4 P.M. ON ILER HELD.
4 . COLOR WARS IS ONE OF THE BEST TRADITIONS OF OKTOBERFEST.
5 . Y o u WILL GET MESSY AT COLOR WARS... SO WEAR OLD CLOTHES!

Oktoberfest 2010 Schedule

SPIRIT W E E K

X.^TV

>

f /

Monday September 27 - Organization t-shirt d a y N A ^ A / ^
/

Tuesday September 28 - Oktoberfest t-shirt day
Wednesday September 29 - Longwood Spirit day

Saturday October 2

#

ALL TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
t

11:30am-1:30pm

Campus Picnic

12:00pm-6:00pni

Booths are open

1:00pm-5:00pm
Thursday September 30 - Class Color day
Friday October 1 - White wash, wear a white t-shirt and get ready
3:00pm-7:00pm
for Color Wars
Thursday September 30

4:30pm-6:30pm

Memory Walk
Registration begins at 4pm and the walk begins at 5pm on Lancaster Mall
Go to www.alz.org/memorywalk to donate

Band Line-Up

*

*

Novelties such as fun photos, glitter
tattoos, balloon animals and spin art
Beer Garden
Campus Picnic

12:00pm-1:30pm

Parade, Spirit Leader Dance, Klown
Performance, Introduction of Mr. and Ms.
Oktoberfest and Longwood Entertainment

Baby Wants Candy sponsored by Lancer Productions
8:00pm Lankford Student Union Ballroom

1:30pm

Girlz Girlz Girlz

Friday October 1

2:55pm

Gills and Wings

Color Wars
4:00pm, Iler Field

4:15pm

Parachute

5:40pm

Howie Day

Campus Picnic
4:30pm-6:30pm
Battle of the Bands
5:00pm -Lankford Mall
Jazzy Night In Paris sponsored by BSA
10pm Lankford Student Union

Randy Houser

.
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Fraternity Holds The Shane Adcock Memorial Walk
Long-wood's Phi Kappa Tau fraternity chapter honored the life of one of theirfellow brothers
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
O n Sun., Sept. 26, fraternity brothers gathered in front of the Lankford
Student Union at 11 a.m. in remembrance of Shane Adcock, a former
brother, active military member, and
Longwood alumni. Austin Medlin and
Peter Mancuso, brothers of Phi Kappa
Tau and Longwood seniors, helped
plan the event. Mancuso said those in
attendance were encouraged to donate
money, which will eventually be
turned into a scholarship fund for a selected Reserve Officers' Training
Corps (ROTC) student.
Mancuso said the ROTC usually
leads them in the ceremony each year
but "they were at Fort Lee and couldn't
be bade in time." Mancuso and President Finnegan lead the walk instead.
Mancuso noted that this was the fraternity's third year hosting the memorial, "the first year was amazing, and
close to 200 people arrived." He said
that last year's walk was not impressive
because of "poor planning," but that

the turnout this year was "successful
again" with 145 people in attendance.
After people arrived and registered
for the walk, Mancuso said he gave a
speech that "thanked everyone for
coming, explained who Adcock was,
talked about Phi Kappa Tau and our
country, and presented the winner of
[Phi Kappa Tau's] philanthropy week."
Mancuso said before the walk began,
there was also a moment of silence for
"not just [Adcock], but all the veterans,
and all die men and woman defending
our country now."
He said that following the moment of
silence, people marched "toward High
Street," going in a big circle and passing through Stubbs and ARC until they
got back to Brock Commons.
Adcock's parents, who were also in
attendance, presented a plaque as a gift
to the brothers in the past. According
to Mancuso, die brothers presented the
plaque during the memorial because it
explained more about [Adcock] and
his accomplishments." He said, "We
keep this plaque in our chapter room."
Although the event was emotional,

especially during the moment of silence, Mancuso said the event was a
great success. The brothers have not
counted the money yet, but he thinks
they collected $200 from sue different
donations. Mancuso said the Longwood scholarship committee will decide which ROTC student gets the
reward.
Medlin and Mancuso wrote an informative message about Adcock's life,
for those who did not know him and
could not attend the event:
"Adcock was born on Thurs., May 24,
1979, at DePaul Hospital irt Norfolk,
Va. to Maris and Vera Adcock. Like
most students, Shane wasn't sure what
he wanted to study. He changed his
major several times and eventually decided to study communication [studies]." They also noted that during his
time here, Adcock was quite the socialite and enjoyed spending time with
friends. Toward the end ofnis time at
Longwood, Adcock decided to make a
change in his life.
In addition, Mancuso and Medlin
provided a representative timeline of

The Library is Your Best Resource
JAMIE CLIFT

Asst. Features Editor
T h e first few weeks of the semester have already passed us by. Freshmen have mostly gotten
the hang of college life, and upperdassmen have
setded back into their routines. Midterms are beginning to rear their ugly heads and the stress of
college workloads is beginning to overwhelm us
all
Many students are wondering just what they can
do to alleviate some of this stress. Where can they
go to get the help they so desperately need? For
most students, the answer to these problems is
but a short walk away. There is nearly an unlimited amount of study resources located in Longwood's Greenwood Library.
There are thousands of books in the library,
along with many journals and magazines, which
are perfect for research purposes. History majors
especially will appreciate the library's special collections area, wnich features an extensive collection of books by Virginia authors and about local
history, books signed by famous writers like F.
Scott Fitzgerald, and other special editions or
very old works.
It is common knowledge that there are books
and computers in the library, but there is also a
great deal of other resources available. Whether
a student needs writing assistance or math tutor-

TARACARR

Rotunda Reporter
So, readers, my question to you this week is:
Does absence make the
heart grow fonder or give
room to wander?
Most of my friends are in
long-distance relationships and I must admit I
have a bit of experience
with it as well But I have A D V I C E C O L U M N
also dated and know my
friends have dated in
dose proximity. I often wonder which is better.
I know those of you who are in long distance
relationships are saying, "C'mon it sucks and you
know it!" Well yes, it aoes suck. And yes, I know
this. But to be positive, long-distance dating does
have its perks.
For instance, in a long distance relationship, the
time you spend together is precious and so much
fun because you both know how rare it is to see
one another. The distance also allows you a bit of
freedom, time to develop a personality, make
friends, and develop hobbies of your own. On the
other hand, some relationships can be too clingy,
especially when the people involved live close to
each other. Women in particular tend to take on
the likes and dislikes of the person they're with.
But after all of those good things fadefromyour
memory and you realize that you are in a relationship yet you're still alone... Well, it sucks.
So like I was saying earlier, and to answer my
own question: Yes, absence does make the heart
grow fonder. It keeps things fresh and allows for
die romance to resemble mat of courting. When
you are involved with a long-distance mate, you
actually go on dates as opposed to just hanging
out all the time. It gives you something beautiful
to look forward to as the days pass while you are

ing, the library, and especially the Learning Center, is there for them. Information about the Writing Center, which is open from 2-4 p.m. and 7-10
p.m., Sunday to Thursday every week, is availI
ith tutor request
able on the website, along
wit
forms.
The mission statement found on the Learning
Center's web page says, "The Learning Center offers an opportunity for scholars across the Longwood campus to supplement their learning and
integrate it into their in-and out-of-classroom experiences." This program, intended entirely to
elp students, is sometimes overlooked as a resource.
Even the library's website is full of useful tools
and tips for better studying. "If you want to learn,
you need to use study strategies that will work for
you. The Learning Center can help you figure out
the best strategies for you," according to the website's student resources page, which boasted articles on time management and studying, along
with a GPA calculator.
Students should always be sure to take advantage of the opportunities provided to them by the
Learning Center; they're free for students and
could be really helpful. These services are just a
few of the ways that the library is trying to make
life easier for Longwood students. For more information and online resources, go to
http://www.longwood.edu/library/.

2-27 Infantry Battalion of the 25th ID
and received his first Bronze Star. He
was promoted to 1st LT.
(After returning to Afghanistan from
his R&R, he was given a special assignment as the Fire Direction Officer at a
newly developed Forward Operating
Base.)
May 1,2006: Promoted to Captain.
June 2006: Hand selected for a special
MITT unit upon deployment to Iraq.
Oct 11,2006: While returning from a
mission, he and his unit were killed
after a hand-thrown explosive hit their
Humvee.
Oct 27,2006: Adcock was buried with
full military honors in Arlington National Cemetery.
For those who could not attend the
memorial walk but would like to help
out, the brothers said, "any donations
would be gready appreciated." You can
donate on site of the walk or mail them
to Phi Kappa Tau, Longwood University, Box 3005, Farmville, Va, 23909.

Perks &
Incentives

I

apart.
But, don't make the time apart last too long! You
should schedule regular visits and stick to them.
Find your limit, the absolute most amount of
time you can be apart without going crazy. For
example, if you know you need to see him or her
every two weeks, then plan trips every other week
and alternate who visits who. Which brings me
to another point; the travel-time should be equal
and balanced, if possible. No one should be putting forth more effort than the other to make it
work.
And lasdy, you have to close the gap at some
point. You can't have a permanent long-distance
relationship. The distance should only Be temporary, or else the couple may begin to tire of the
added stress on the relationship. If you are serious
about the person you are with, then you should
probably make long-term plans to be in the same
city. I do, however, know a married couple who
has a long distance marriage and it seems to work
for them. But that is a specific circumstance and
I wouldn't necessarily recommend it for everyone. What do you think?
Here's what you said on Twitter! Post your comments online at www.therotundaonline.com!
Rcollier029 <g>sexintheville "I think it depends on
the person and the circumstances. I think small
absence makes you grow fonder but long absence
wander.
wrecklessmania @sexintheville "If done right
fonder but it can quickly wander."
MsCrimson_S_nce @sexintheville "I think if the
person is truly committed 2 the other and 2 the
relationship the heart will growfonder,otherwise
it will wander."
If you would like Sex in the Ville to give you relationship advice just e-mail tara.carr@live.longwood.edu!

Adcock's accomplishments from the
beginning of his military career up
until his death.
January 2001: Joined the Virginia National Guard (VNG).
April 2001: Went to Army Basic in Fort
SOI, Okla. and completed training in
the military occupation of field artery
as an enlisted solaier.
August 2001: Completed Basic and
AIT, returned to Longwood, signed on
to ROTC (He was a part of the Simultaneous Member Program, attaching
him to the VNG in Sandston, Va, ana
the ROTC at Longwood).
May 2003: Graduated from Longwood
University and accepted the commission of 2nd Lieutenant (LT) in the
Field Artillery for the United States
Army.
December 2003: Graduated from Officer Base Course.
January 2004: Attended his first duty
assignment—25th Infantry Division,
Schoffield Barracks, Hawaii.
March 2004: Deployed to Afghanistan
and served 14 months. While there, he
served as a Fire Support Officer for the

ai

Next Exit

You belong with us at
Virginia Credit Union.
Extra Credit Checking
that pays dividends.
Farmville Branch - Mid Town
(434) 392-9420
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Five County Fair Proves to be an Interesting Evening
SARAH SCHMADER

Layout Editor
O n the night of Sat. Sept 25, a few
friends and I decided to drive up to the
Central Virginia's own Five County
Fair at the Farmville Fairgrounds.
Needless to say it was quite an interesting evening.
The Five County Fair encompasses
Appomattox, Buclcingham, Charlotte,
Cumberland, and Prince Edward
counties. It's held from Sept. 24
through Oct. 2 and includes several
main events such as a battle of the
bands, beauty pageants, and a talent
show. My frienas and I were only lucky
enough to catch a few of the events that
the fair has to offer.
We entered the fairgrounds after paying a steep fee of eight dollars. We
bought three tickets each in order to
ride the Ferris wheel. Though I've always been hesitant about an' amusement park ride that is assembled for a
week then taken down and transported, I rode it. anyway. Though
somewhat shaky, the view from the top
was impressive as my friend and I
looked down at the spinning lights of
the neighboring attractions and the
sprawls of people milling around the
concession stands.
Next we viewed a "circus." There was
first a man who was on a 30-foot tall
teardrop shaped platform that both rotated and spun as he walked on it. At
one point he moved on to jump roping
on tne
the spii
spinning teardrop ana nearly
fell,- whicn would've resulted in a nearly
30-foot fall from where he was at the

time the stumble occurred. After the
audience shared a congregational
wince, he finished his act and they
moved on to the magic show portion.
This was relatively mediocre, involving
the typical trick involving a kid from
the audience and some sort of spell or
chant that the audience is expected to
take part in.
After this, the "ringleader" introduced the next portion as the "kangaroo boxing match." My friends and I
began to lose interest as they set up a
flimsy makeshift boxing ring. All of the
sudden they wheeled a large cage out
from behind the curtains. They
opened it and an actual kangaroo
walked out onto the ring complete
with a leather collar and leash around
his waist, a cape, and little kangaroo
boxing gloves, l was astonished that 1)
there was a kangaroo involved and 2)
there was a kangaroo in Farmville. The
kangaroo and the ringleader proceeded to have a boxing match in
which the ringleader of course lost. He
wasn't hurt, but if I was a kangaroo
who spent my life locked in a cage on a
circus van, I would make sure the ringleader couldn't stand back up.
After purchasing some overpriced
fair food, we attended the Bruiser
Wrestling Federation's presentation of
"Pro Wrestling." This featured
wrestlers such as Superstar, Wildeye
Southern Boy, and Tracy Smothers,
which are what I coincidentally plan to
name my children. Though the
matches were of course staged, small
children sat toward the front andjelled
things like "you're a fathead and
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rhe view of the Five County Fair fromtne top of the terris wheel, showcasing the attractions. Photo By: Sarah Schmader
"cheater cheater pumpkin eater." I cheer along with them when one very own town of Farmville. It gives
spent most of the time inhaling funnel wrestler body slams the other on to the you the opportunity to leave downtown and interact with the community.
cake and people watching, Dut my rin
in all it was a pretty fun night; per- Seeing a boxing kangaroo and Tracy
friends ana I aid sit through most of
the matches until the winners were haps not worth the eight dollar en- Smothers slam a man twice her size
presented with their belts. Though it's trance fee, but entertaining all the into the ring beats a night wandering
easy to make fun of the kinds of people same. What really matters is now cool Buffalo Street any day.
who attend barbaric events such as it is that we have something that is
these, it's even easier to get into it and shared by five counties hosted in our

Just Your Neighborhood Atheist Speaks At Longwood
The man who 'sold his soul'spoke at LUabout his well-known book and religiousjourney
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
O n Fri., Sept, 24, Hemant Mehta came to
Longwood and talked to students about his viewpoints on atheism, religion, and his popular book
I Sold My Soul on erayf The book focused on
Mehta's christian church visits after auctioning
his time on eBay. He posed to bidders he would
attend the service of the winner's choosing. The
media publicized his actions as him "selling his
soul."
Yet if there is one thing that Mehta wants
known, it is that he did not sell his soul on the Internet. ITie rumor was probably started in the
deepest cubicles of The Wall Street Journal by
someone who knew little about Mehta. What he
did do was post a bid on eBay so the Internet
community could send him to church. Mehta
auctioned one day of church for $10 and a week
of mass for $50. It was an obvious experiment to
test waters he had never known.
In his walk with atheism, Mehta had many former Protestant and former Catholic acquaintances whose experiences with church had led
them to agree with atheism. However, he had
never been to an organized place of worship.
Born to a Jain family, Mehta was privy to belief in
heaven, hell, reincarnation, and karma but never
anything like a church, mosque, or synagogue.
Mehta said he was not scarred by a mass-laden
childhood, but rather the realization of how uncommon his faith was. In an environment where
no Jain ism could be easily found, he became an
atheist in high school. However, he did not "come
out" until his enrollment at the University of Illinois. There, he became friends with a young
woman who directed him to other atheist students. Shortly afterwards, Mehta joined the Sec-

ular Student Alliance (SSA) and won a position
on the board of the SSA that he retained until recently.
The idea of an auction occurred to him after
college, while he was living in Chicago. He became interested in Old St. Patrick's, a Catholic
church not for from his home, which, to him, represented many of structured religion's ambiguities. His eBay auction was devoid of activity until
he found a unique opportunity.
On Jan. 31,2006, ne was able to circulate news
of his auction via the article "Auction for Salvation." He then received an influx of questions on
his auction page. Some of them he found easy to
answer, while others challenged him to explain
his exact feelings. The next step was to contact the
conservative Christian blog "Dawn Patrol," which
landed him his first bid. Tne contact also led to a
phone interview with fundamentalist Kirk
Cameron's radio show. He was openly disrespected by Cameron and received a $300 bid.
However, the auction soon ended with
OffTheMap.org's Jim Henderson winning at
$504. Henaerson, a Christian, had created a program in which he awarded everyday people with
$30 if they would fill out a survey in church. He
would then give the surveys to the church pastors
with suggestions for catering to the non-religious
folk.
When "buying" Mehta, however, Henderson
challenged him to go to different churches in the
Chicago area of varying size and composition.
The first Mehta attended was Old St. Patrick's. He
was impressed by some sectors of church life,
such as the priest's testimony to quitting cigarettes
after conversion. However, Menta was amused
when what he saw as amazingly moving energy
had gone to support particularly pale themes. He
dealt with what he'd found about church incon-

sistencies through Henderson's website and the
arguments about what he should have online.
His rapidly-popularized story came to the at-

"In his walk with atheism,
Mehta had many former
Protestant and former Catholic
acquaintances whose
experiences with church had
led them to agree with atheism.
However, he nad never been to
an organized place of worship."
tention of The Wall Street Journal's Suzzanne Sataline who wrote the article "On eBay an Atheist
Puts His Soul on the Auction Block" The Chicaco
Sun-Times decided to reprint the article and take
a photograph of Mehta at St Patrick's. CNN and
a Harvard University representative also invited
him to speak, but the opportunities evaporated.
The only interviewer who retained Mehta was
Fox News, where his interview went down the
now-common avenue of "selling his soul." Then,
an article about Mehta and his auction arrived in
the Christian magazine Charisma followed by
coverage from The Village Voice.
Through his media journey, Mehta and Henderson were followed oy The Wall Street Journal,
gaining attention for Henderson's book. When
Mehta's own work, "I Sold My Soul on eBay," was
followed by interviews with Ted Haggard and Joel
Osteen, he found it ranked high in the polls of
Outreach, a popular Christian publication. Enjoying the feedback from Henderson's site, Mehta

created his own webpage called "The Friendly
Atheist." From there, it became not only a place to
get questions and feedback, but operated as a
grassroots for neglected community service performed by atheists.
"The Friendly Atheist" fostered a secular organization for feeding the homeless, tried to redeem the negative perceptions of atheists in the
public, announced non-religious candidates, and
affiliated with the Secular Coalition for America,
an association dealing with issues of religious discrimination and prejudice based on sexual orientation. Mehta even acted as an interviewer to
such groups and figures such as Terry Jones, a
Florida pastor who urged his church to burn Korans, the male escort of Pastor Ted Haggard, and
the Anti-Gay Rights Academy. Mehta has also
acted with such groups as the Foundation Beyond Belief and worked to persuade increased
charity from the Atheist community.
Despite his rejection of Jainism, Mehta is still a
vegetarian, as his former religion prescribed. He
has not found a reason to change nis views in either his personal or his professional life in the Illinois public school system. However, he stated the
importance of coming out for young people who
find themselves opposed to religion. If not to
their family, Mehta said, then to teachers or
friends should to encourage they are not immoral
or strange individuals. For such newly self-discovered atheists, reaching out to resources in
their city or online environment can be an important step. For those interested in using Hemant Mehta as a resource, a speaker, or just
someone to check out, he can be contacted via his
Twitter account <§>hemant Mehta, his email
Mpromptu@gmail.com,
or his website
www.friendlyatheist.com.

Major Beat: Communication Sciences & Disorders
must be had by all concentrations before they can practice in the fields.
Rotunda Reporter
The major has two main areas of concentration:
Speech-Language PatholCommunications Sciences and
ogy
and
Audiology.
Speech
"in
this
major,
graduate
Disorders (CSDS) is one of Longwod's
Language-Pathologists'
work
to
help
smaller majors, with around 90 stuschool is something that
individuals
develop
communication
dents in its undergraduate program.
must be completed Before
skills by treating disorders of speech,
CSDS is a part of the College of Eduone
is
allowed
to
practice
on
language, voice, and swallowing. Audication and Human Services. The CSDS
a
professional
level."
ology is the study of the hearing. While
program's objective is to "educate and
in tne program, students complete 25
empower students to become effective
observation hours, which count toprofessionals and citizens leaders in
multiple diverse human services and classroom sizes and personal relation- wards their clinical experience needed
educational settings at local, state, re- ships. Assistant Professor and CSDS for national certification.
Sophomore Rebecca Horn discovgional, national, and global levels."
Undergraduate Coordinator Peggy
Before becoming a member of this Agee returned to teach at Longwood ered Speech Language Pathology
program, a student must first take 45 after 21 years in the public school sys- through her mother. Horn said, "I went
créait hours and have a minimum cu- tem. She spoke very highly of the to work with the speech pathologist at
mulative 2.75 GPA. Until these re- major and tne students in it She said, my mom's school and loved it."
Agee said students who come into the
quirements are met, a student "The major sets up a strong foundation
interested in the major is classified as for graduate school," something that program are "energetic, interesting,

JESSICA SNYDER

pre-CSDS.
This program prides itself on small

and hardworking." This has been made
evident with students like freshman
Emily Ridgway. Ridgway has had hearing issues ever since birth, so she has
been familiarized with the work of an
audiologist. She said, "I had the most
amazing pediatric audiologist. She
helped me and my mum so much. She
was there for me and knew me so well.
I want to do this."
In this major, graduate school is
something that must be completed before one is allowed to practice on a professional level. Longwood also offers
one of the six graduate programs for
CSDS in Virginia. Clinical and academic rooms for the graduate program
are also located in the Longwood Center for Communication and Literacy
(LCCL). Possible careers for this major
include: public and private education,

audiologist, speech language therapy,
or working in a clinic.
Along with attending regular classes,
many students in this major invest
their time in clubs and organizations.
The National Student Speech-Language Association (NSSLA) has an active chapter on campus. Last year the
chapter, along with tne CSDS Advisory
Committee, raised $1,300 for CSDS
scholarships.
For more information on this major,
visit the office in Hull or the Academic
& Career Advising Center (ACAC) located on the ground floor of Lancaster.
In addition, you can leanr more about
the CSDS major by browsing on Longwood's website: http://www.longwood.edu/socialworkcsds/9283.htm.
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Career Fair Training Camp: Preparing Students Got Board
Games?

LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor

Just over 30 students enlisted in the Academic & Career \ Advising
Center's
(ACAC) first Career Fair
Training Camp on Thurs.,
Sept. 23 in the Student Union
Ballroom. The recruits enlisted at the registration table,
then were free to stop at any
or all of the four stations set
up, including "Talk Your Way
to the Top," "Impressing the
General," "Resume Inspection," and "Recruit Review."
Each station had one or two
ACAC staff members on
hand to give short presentations, hand out prizes, and answer any questions.
ACAC Associate Director
Ellen Masters ran the "Talk
Your Way to the Top" station,
which was centered on improving
your
"elevator
speech, which is a 30-second
speech that students should
have prepared to give to potential employers. Masters
gave the example of an em-

ployer she had met a few years
prior, where the idea was at a
job fair, if there were 100 people in attendance, then the recruiter's job was to find ten
people to invite or bring back
to me office for interviews.
This "elevator speech" and
handy tips and tricks could
potentially help someone become one of those lucky ten.
Masters told students they
should do their homework
before attending a job fair,
meaning they should know a
little bit about the job description they plan to ask about
and have questions prepared
for the recruiter. She also said
to "be humble but confident"
when relating your own experiences to the job description.
As a prize, every student received a blank thank-you card
and envelope because it is important to send a hand-written thank-you note when you
complete a job interview.
Hampden-Sydney College's
Associate Director of Carter
Development Laura Niedert
ran the "Impressing the Gen-

eral" station, which dealt with
dressing to impress. For a job
and internship fair like the
ones Longwood hosts every
semester, Neidert emphasized
the importance of a basic but
professional dress: Nice jacket
and button-down shirt, slacks
or conservative skirt, and nice
heels for women; Blazer or
jacket, button-down shirt, tie,
slacks, and nice shoes for
men. "They're [The recruiters] concentrating on
what you're saying, not what
you're wearing," Neidert told
students. Especially in the
case of Longwood's job fairs,
Neidert stressed the importance of not being overloaded
with bags. She said students
should nave easy access to
their resumes to distribute to
recruiters at the fairs. The
prize for attending this station
was a travel-size bottle of
shampoo and conditioner,
given as a reminder to look
your very best when attending
a job ana internship fair.
ACAC Director Mary
Meade Saunders and Assis-

The Longwood Look
AMY JACKSON AND JENNI SCHWEITZER

Rotunda Reporters
Every Farmville fashionista mourned
the loss of The Dressing Room (located by
Moe's in the Landings). It was the premiere distributor of clothing with laoels
that you would be proud to flaunt in our
humble little college town. It was even
mentioned in a featured article in Glamour about little black dresses. .What's a
well-dressed girl to do? We have some
pretty creative and economical ideas that
don't involve grabbing your girlfriends
and hitting the open trail.
Buy in Belk. Get it? It's the only department store on this side of the Appomattox. They're well-stocked with an array of
interesting pieces, especially shoes. Tneir
collection of accessories is a reasonably
priced spectrum of different tastes, from
pearl necklaces to python rings. We manage to find a great aeal every time we go
there - they often have sales up to 80 percent off on clothing, jewelry, and toasterovens. Jenni recently scored two scarves
for $5 each, both marked down from $40.
You may have to search around for pieces
which suit your style, because their stock
mostly caters to working, professional
women and their very trendy daughters.
Which is not a bad thine at all; it just
makes you work harder, tne thrill or the
chase is worth the reward.
Cato is located to the left of Wal-Mart
off Main Street. Despite it being a moderately-sized store, you may not have noticed it thanks to the giant Wal-Mart. Cato
specializes in clothing for the working
woman, but mixed into their pantsuits
and pencil skirts are some really great
spicy items. Leather jackets, bright heels,
and Dras that look like they were meant for

the Victoria's Secret runway? Yes, please!
When these bras are $10 a piece, its completely justifiable to buy five of them in
one visit (At least to us it is).
Guinea Creek Crafts: Never heard of it
before? That's why we are here. It's on
Main Street across from Charley's, one
salon down from Penelope's. Among
beautiful woodwork and baskets, they
have candles, holiday décor, and our favorite, earrings. Their earrings are all
quite different, interesting, and are $1.50
each. At a price like that, you can buy a
pair for every one of your Facebook
ftiends. For tnose of you who can have
candles, this is the perfect resource. And
if you like to decorate for Halloween, be
sure to pick up a ghostly bell or just
browse tne Halloween room.
Goodwill... hunting; you have to look to
find buried treasure. It's located in the
shopping center with Buffalo Wild Wings
ana Rite Aid. Among all the ridiculous
1980's windbreakers, there are some real
gems. Sometimes a little bit of quirkiness
from Goodwill is the perfect thing to pull
a boring outfit out of dullsville. For examle, Amy recently found a nautical striped

Elouse complete with shoulder buttoAs for

about $3. On our last journey, we also
found books, belts, and got mugs for free
with our purchases.
For those ofyou that haven't had three to
four years of exploring Farmville, this
hopefully is a helpful guide for your adventures in style. To see photos of our
aforementioned finds, check out our blog
at http://longwoodlook.blogspot.com.
Have a find or Farmville secret of your
own? Share it with us (and the rest of
campus) on our Facebook group or blog.

tant Director Sarah Hobgood,
along with two staff members
from Human Resources, ran
the "Resume Inspection" station, where students could get
their resumes reviewed and
critiqued, as well as have
questions answered. Questions were asked about applying for jobs and internships,
applying for graduate school,
and several other career-related questions, which Saunders gladly answered. All staff
members took their time with
each individual student, making sure all questions were answered. The prize for bringing
your resume was receiving a
sheet of resume paper ana a
voucher for five nee copies of
your resume from Longwood
Printing Services. Of the four
stations, this one was the most
consistently popular throughout the hour-and-a-half camp
that afternoon.
ACAC Assistant Director
Kate Morgan ran the "Recruit
Review" station, which was a
wrap-up station. Morgan was
on hand to answer any further

questions, as well as promote
a special scavenger hunt for a
chance to win a raffle from
the ACAC. Morgan said there
were 33 recruiters signed up
to participate in Tuesday's Job
and Internship Fair. She also
recommended for students to
take about 45 minutes to research online about the visiting recruiters through the
links on the ACAC's website
and CareerConnect, the database with current job and internship opportunities. The
prize for visiting this station
was a yellow notepad.
Morgan said of the training
camp, "We want students to
be prepared, make the best
impression possible. We
wanted this to be a one-stop
shop for everything," instead
of tne traditional individual
workshops the ACAC has had
in the past.
For more information about
the ACAC and its services,
visit www.longwood.edu/career.

Leadership Lab Weekend
CHLOE JORDAN

Rotunda Reporter
I n the early morning of Sat.,
Sept 25, Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) Cadets from
Longwood, Hampden-Sydney,
the University of Richmond, Virginia Commonwealth University
(VCU), Virginia State University
(VSU), and Randolph College left

"Sunday activities included Squad Tactical
Exercises, where junior cadets led a squad
of 12 through a conduction ol battle
drills.
to embark on an adventure
known as Leadership Lab Weekend (LLW). This was an opportunity for the cadets to receive
hands-on training and exercises
to prepare them for a future in a
career as an Army officer.
However, LLW is no cake walk.
Training in field craft, individual
movement techniques, rappelling, squad tactics, map reading, land navigation, first aid, and
simulation training of the M16
rifle are all a part of LLW.
Training began as soon as the
Contracting Ceremony (a sort of
rite of passage of the new ROTC
cadets) ended. Repelling off a 50foot tower, classes in first aid, and

training in how to call for fire
took place during the first day. In
addition, cadets received Engagement Skills Trainer (EST) exercises, consisting of electronically
projected targets and the use of
M16 rifles.
Individual Movement Technique (IMT) took place Saturday
as well. This technique "teaches
cadets proper cover and concealment in real-life combat situations," said Elizabeth Agee,
Longwood senior and a leader in
IMT training.
Land Navigation was the final
activity that Saturday taking
place at two different times. Day
Land Navigation consisted of
finding five out of the eight
points in fewer than five hours;
night land navigation required at
least three of the five points to be
found, in less than tnree hours.
Cadets then returned to their patrol bases for the night.
Sunday activities included
Squad Tactical Exercises, where
junior cadets led a squad of 12
through a conduction of battle
drills. For example, a squad has a
bunker team check for obstruction, and throw in a grenade, all
of this was six hours long," said
Agee. After this activity, a safety
brief and promotion of MS3s
took place, and then the long
weekend of LLW ended.
Cadets may have left tired, hungry, spider-bitten and some with
heat exhaustion, but they also departed LLW prepared for what's
to come.

JAMIE CLIFT

Asst. Features Editor
T h ere are a lot
of ways to get to
know the people
you live with, but
this doesn't always
require
some grand adventure. Bonding
FEATURES
with new people
can be as simple ^ HCOLUMN
HHHHHp
as breaking out a
board game.
"I think fluffy milk is funny. Milk can't
be fluffy; it's so stupid it's funny!" says
one.
"Fluffy kittens obviously make the
most sense! Pick that one!" says another.
"I don't know, guys," the person judging will Anally say. "Fluffy marshmallows is the best, I'm going to have to go
with that one."
At this point, the person who chose
marshmaUows will take the fluffy card
and gloat, "I knew you would pick that
one! You love marshmallows! Yes! I am
so great at this!"
For those of you who don't know, what
I have just described is a particularly intense game of Apples to Apples on a
typicafnight in tne lounge of my hall.
Usually I m playing, not only because
it's great fun, but because my room happens to be next door to the lounge,
which leaves sleeping out of the question. To put it lightly, ooard games are a
big deal here.
Apples to Apples is a fairly simple
game. Every player gets seven red cards

The Black Student Association Ball: A Jazzy Night in Paris
ROBERTA COLLIER

Rotunda Reporter
I t is once again time for the annual
Black Student Association (BSA) ball.
The ball will be held on FrL, Oct. 1,
from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Lankford
Student Union Ballroom. The event
is free and open to the entire Longwood University campus. Attire for
the ball is semi-formal. This year's
theme is "A Jazzy Night in Paris, and
the event will offer a few party favors
as usual. There will be a live jazz band,
a live D) and free food provided by
Longwood's very own catering services.
Meet Lozarius I ttle...
Lozarius Little is from Bedford, Va.,
and he is a political science major and
a senior at Longwood. He described
himself as outgoing, talented, and
loud He is the vice president of BSA,
and he has been a member since his
freshman year. From his perspective,
"This ball will be amazing and different because of the team that's behind
the ball, they are very passionate
about the event and getting everyone
on the campus to come out and enjoy
the ball." Door prizes will be given
away, but only to students who get a
ticket, for giving a dollar donation, to

a BSA executive member while they
are tabling at Dorrill Dining Hall this
week. Little said, "All kinds of music
will be played, [the selections will
range] from pop to R&B to jazz. The
ball will be symbolic of Paris because
the decorations will mimic different
parts of the city."
Meet Janis Reid...
Janis Reid is from Williamsburg, Va.,
and she is a business marketing major
and senior at Longwood. Sne described herself as someone who enjoys hanging out with friends and
family and trying new things. Reid
has been a member of BSA since her
freshman year. She is excited about
the ball because "It's a time for [her]
to get all dolled up, fellowship with
friends, eat great food, and listen to
good music. She is also looking forward to the first 45 minutes because
she "wants to be serenaded by jazz
music since the ball didn't have that
in previous years." This is the first
time in years the BSA ball has been on
the Friday of Oktoberfest. Reid said
since "most students have nothing to
do on Fridays after the bands, instead
of going back to their room they can
come out to the ball free of charge."
She is anticipating the food, music,
VIP section, and door prizes, which

are typical signatures of the BSA ball.
Reid comes to the balls "to support
the organization as well as have a
ood time laughing and being around
her] friends. I enjoy dressing up in
accordance with the different themes
each year."
Meet Steven Brown...
Steven Brown is from Halifax, Va.,
and is a business administration
major and sophomore at Longwood.
He described himself as cool, downto-earth, and kind of shy. This is
Brown's first year as a member of
BSA. As far as the musicians go,
Brown will be playing piano, Longwood's lames Bland will be the bassist,
Longwood's Bianca Watson will be
the saxophonist, and Liberty's Corey
Wright will be the drummer. They
also plan on having four singers,
which will include a leader with at
least three background vocals. According to Brown, "The type of songs
we willplay will be a mix of popular
songs with jazz influences. For example, we will take a song like "Unbreakable" by Alicia Keys and
perform it witn a little jazz added to
it" The band as a whole is striving to
bring something new to the ball, and
add some variety to the atmosphere.
He added, "The musicians will make-

f

sure the music is correct and the dynamics are at a good level." They will
do at least four songs as a full band,
and the musicians may also play a few
instrumental. Brown said, I am very
excited about playing, especially since
the band really plays into theme of the
ball. You cannot have a jazzy night in
Paris without the jazz."
Still need more convincing? Let's
point out the reasons in a clear list as
to why these students think you
should attend the 2010 Ball:
•It's for you, the students of Longwood
-To support BSA
-To gather with friends
-It is an alternative to fiat parties
-To listen to the various musical selections
-It is a great opportunity to dress to
impress
So, if you do not have anything else to
do this Friday and you dont mind
dressing in semi-formal attire, then
come and experience "A Jazzy Night
in Paris" witn the members of BSA
and your other peers.

"Apples to Apples is just
one of the games played
in the lounge. There are
games out there for
everyone. Weve done
Twister, Scrabble, and
Blokus, along with
several others and
various card games."
with nouns on them, one of which they
must match to a single green adjective
card per round. Players take turns judging tne best matches, and the one witn
the most matches wins. The most interesting part of the game is how players
will use their knowledge of the judge to
try to win. For example, a conservative
would think that the combination of
"George W. Bush" and "idiotic" was inappropriate or offensive, while a liberal
would find it humorous. The same is
really subjective that way, wnich is
probably what makes it so popular.
When I arrived at Longwood in August, I wasn't sure what to expect. I really didn't have a clue what college
social life would be like. There are certain things that I anticipated, thanks to
everything my college-aged friends and
relatives had told me, but I never could
have guessed that the bonding of my
hall mates and I would be so dependent
on board games.
Apples to Apples is just one of the
games played in the lounge. There are
games out there for everyone. We've
done Twister, Scrabble, and Blokus,
along with several others and various
card games. Most recently, we played
Monopoly, which caused me to stay up
until two in the morning trying to beat
my business-major RA, who nas supposedly never lost.
I never liked Monopoly as a kid; it
took too long and I never got to be the
dog. But in the high-stakes game we
played the other nignt, the deals were so
fast-paced and the competition was so
fierce that I couldn't help but get caught
up in the action. It was a close match,
but I eventually gave up in favor of
sleeping.
My nail's obsession with these games
mignt seem kind of dorky, but they are
a great way to relieve the stress of college life. I'd really encourage everyone
to give game nights a try with their
friends. You never know what you
might learn about someone, and it's
sure to be a lot erf fun.
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Why is Harry
Potter so
(
Famous?
Easy A' Earns its Name, Gets The Grade
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
N o t only have her
books
sold
all
around the world,
including the U.K.,
Australia,
China,
and the United
States, but she has
sold over a million
books in
her
seven-book series.
A&E
So I pose the quesCOLUMN
tion: Why is Harry
Potter so famous?
I'm sure everyone
has heard the story, how Ms. Rowling was a
poor mom with nothing goingforher except
a scrap of napkins at a coffee shop, napkins
that held the oeginning of an epic tale written after a boy named Harry Potter. How she
sent in the first manuscript to a handful of
different publishers, all of whom rejected her
novel until Bloomsbury finally decided to
pursue it. How the first book grew to staggering heights in as little as a year.
It seemed as though each new book she
produced gathered more and more avid
readers, growing until there were midnight
parties with people dressed as wizards lining
every bookseller's street corner the night
they-came out. Seven times the media went
crazy about Harry Potter, seven times people waited in line to hold the new book in
their hands. And then they stepped it up to
a whole new level: the movies.
So now Harry Potter claimed all those that
like reading and then those that preferred
not to. Harry Potter came to life on a television screen and the lines started over, those
that had waited for the books now claimed a
seat at midnight premieres. Once more us
mere Muggles were allowed to gape at exquisitely aressed wizards and witcnes as they
poured out of the movie theatres.
I know that some people are probably
rolling their eyes, ana in a way they have
every right to. Harry Potter has become an
era of its own. I claim that Harry Potter was
my childhood. From the time I was seven to
this coming September, Harry Potter has
been riding beside me in bom book and
movie form. Come this seventh movie,
Harry Potter will have finally finished its exhausting 13-year run.
But now I'm getting ahead of myself. Aside
from widely circulating, there are some
more concrete reasons as to why Harry Potter is famous.
Ms. Rowling took every tale of witches,
wizards, and evil and transformed it into one
complete tale. She made up different kinds
of creatures, roping in those already associated with fantasy, and then went as far as to
create the epic kind of evil: Lord Voldemort.
In some way, Ms. Rowling created the world
that now houses the idealwitch and wizard.
We meet Harry at the age of ten, living in
a horrible house with a bully for a brother, a
thunderous boneless monster of an uncle,
and a nose-in-the-air aunt who resembles a
vulture more than a human being. Not only
is that image a vulnerable one, it's also probably one that more people can relate to then
not. Who doesn't claim to have a crazy family or that handful of bones in the closet? We
then have the epic escape that everyone
wishes for: Hogwarts. From age six to sixty
people can understand the draw of a magical
world where anything is possible, and of
course, with this magical world comes
wealth and fame. Harry goes from being a
normal scrawny boy to being a hero in the
space of a book. What little boy doesn't wish
for that kind of standing?
So we have publicity, an epic series, and
the ability to relate to the characters in the
book. What's missing? Oh, yes. A hot cast,
complete with British accents, to put a face
against the written characters, enter Daniel
Raddiffe, Emma Watson, and Rupert Grint
Now not only can you have your bookshelf
lined with the seven novels, but your walls
can have attractive faces on them, too. In
short, Harry Potter did everything that few
other books can do. They took the W out of
wizard and put it in a magical world that
could, hypotnetically, exist inside our own;
all you have to do to get there is walk
through a brick wall at a train station...
Or you could just book a flight to Florida.
Orlando decided to one-up everything that
had already come into existence. Hello, The
Wizarding World of Harry Potter" theme
park. I haven't been there myself, but I hear
it looks scary-like the movies. I also hear that
The Three Broomsticksreallyexists and that
you can stop there to enjoy some Butterbeer.
The fact that The World of Harry Potter exists is a little bit of a miracle in itself.
The best thing about Harry Potter: it doesn't matter if you love it or not because Harry
Potter is going to go down in history as a
story that launched a multi-million dollar
world and gave life to dreams.

REBECCA LUNDBERG

Asst. Copy Editor
«1
Easy A" has been
dubbed tne" modern-day
'Scarlet Letter,'" but dont
watch it as a substitute for
reading the actual book.
Olive Penderghast (Emma
Stone), the misunderstood
protagonist of the film, recommends the original "The
Scarlet Letter" movie as a replacement (not the one
where Demi Moor? "fakes a
British accent and takes a lot
of baths"). But while "The
Scarlet Letter" is about a
young woman who would
do anything to lose her
scandalous
reputation,
"Easy A" follows an "average" teenage girl who does
everything she can to get
one.
It all started with a camping trip. Olive isn't exactly
thrilled with the idea of
spending the weekend
camping with her overbearing oest friend Rhiannon
(Aly Michalka) and her hippie parents. So ^he does
what any teenage girl would
do to avoid hurting someone's feelings: she lies.
During their annual Monday morning meeting in the
laaies' room, Olive tells Rhiannon she spent the weekend with a college guy

named George (who, according to Rhiannon, "can't
be sexy, because George isn't
a sexy name") when in reality she jammed to a musical
greeting card's version of
Pocket Full of Sunshine" in
her room the entire time.
Rhiannon immediately assumes she lost her virginity
to George and Olive, flustered, reluctantly admits to a
tryst she never had. Marianne (Amanda Bynes), the
leader of the Christian
group on campus, overhears
mis exchange and spreads
rumors about Olives fictional rendezvous all over
Ojai High School.
As we Know, Olive is innocent. But when she realizes
that no one, with the exception of her longtime crush
"Woodchuck T^dd" (Penn
Badgley), believes she is
Photo Courtesy: teaser-trailer.com
pure, she decides to add
fuel to the fire. She sews a Emma Stone channels Hester Prynne from "The Scarlet Letter" in "Easy A."
red "A" on her clothing sim- Her lies have isolated her
Stone nails her role as box scene for her) and "The
ilar to "The Scarlet Letter" from almost everyone in her Olive. She's witty, sarcastic, Breakfast Club," and her
protagonist Hester Prynne's life, including Rhiannon. and even endearing when English teacher's biting reand pretends to take the vir- But a spunky heroine isn't she needs to be. The film's marks about the modern
ginity of various boys in ex- complete without a love in- dialogue is cute but manages teenager's tendency to
change for gift cards and terest to fall back on, and to be even cleverer; the char- record every moment of
coupons. Her reputation Todd is always there for acters' comedic timing is their life on Facebook, could
dwindles, but she is flattered Olive when she needs him. spot-on. The addition of result in the film becoming
by the attention.
Her eclectic family is usually Olive's wish for her love life a cult classic. I walked into
Olive gets a wake-up call around to give her wacky yet to resemble an 80s movie, the theater with reasonable
when boys mistakenly think surprisingly helpful advice complete with clips from expectations, but "Easy As"
she will actually sleep with as well. Wno is a girl without classics such as "Say Any- stellar cast and outrageous
them for money ana begin parents to embarrass her, thing" (from which Toad humor deserve an A+.
recreates the iconic boom
to blame her for their STDs. after all?

Theatre Department: 'Our Town* Preview
JACOB BIGGS

Assistant A&E Editor
T h e Longwood University Theatre Department will soon be hosting a production of the
three-act play "Our Town by Thornton Wilder,
which opens Sept. 30th in the Main stage Theatre.
Set in New England in the early 1900s, Our
Town resonates with the simplicity and complex-,
ity of small town life, examining tne everyday activities of average citizens. Unlike many forms of
drama, the play presents a situation that typical
audiences can relate to rather than setting itself
on a grand scale. Ordinary town folks are encouraged by their aspirations but deeraded by
their disappointments, a theme of nope and
struggle that nearly everyone can sympathize
with.
"Thornton Wilder's Our Town has become
iconic in the catalogue of American drama," says

Professor of Theatre and Director Gene Muto.
"Through language and imagery without parallel,
its examination of human existence (birth, life,
and death)clearly sets before us a journey some of
us are just beginning...and some of us are end1 M
mg.

"'Our Town" demands no
suspension of disbelief from its
audience; it depicts relatable
characters struggling with
realistic dilemmas.
Wilder received the Pulitzer Prize for his work
in 1938, and Our Town was reproduced in film in
1940. It's been called "America's most-produced
play" with more than 4,000 productions in the last
decade alone, perhaps because it contains ideas

and themes still relevant to the contemporary,
world.
"Our Town" demands no suspension of disbelief from its audience; it depicts relatable characters struggling with realistic dilemmas. The ideas
it presents may prompt examination of the intricacies in your everyday life.
"Our Town" will run for two back-to-back
weekends—Sept. 30, Oct 1-3 and Oct 7-10. Show
times are Thurs.-Sat. at 7 p.m. and Sunday matinees at 3 p.m. in the Main stage Theatre, located
in the Center for Communication Studies and
Theatre at the south end of campus on the corner
of Franklin and Race streets. Tickets, now on sale,
are $5 for Longwood students; $6 for senior citizens, LU faculty/staff, and students from other
schools/colleges; and $8 for general admission.
Advance reservations are recommended. For
more information, contact the Box Office at
434.395.2474 or boxoffice@longwood.edu.

Everyone Isn't Tine' At Seattle Grace

The cast of Grey's Anatomy struggle in their return to Seattle Grace.
Pompeo) during an early scene, "We
may look the same, we probably doRotunda Reporter
the change isn't visible, at least not in
A f t e r an intense, cliff-hanging fi- most of us. But we're all changed,
nale to Season 6, Grey's Anatomy completely - forever."
Dr. Derek Shepherd (Patrick
Season 7 premiere aired on Thurs.,
Sept. 23 at 9 p.m. Following the af- Dempsey), who suffered a severe
termath of tne finale of Season 6, gunsnot wound to the chest during
where a shooter in the hospital takes the Season 6 finale, returns this seaeleven lives, the remaining doctors son with an adrenaline rush. Derek
are left in a state of shock. We're all receives many tickets forrecklessenfine," explained Meredith (Ellen dangerment as a result of his adrenSHELBY JENNETTE

aline rush for life, resulting in
Meredith picking him up from jail,
yet again. As Chief of Seattle Grace,
Derek confronts the hospital and resigns from Chief, admitting that he
hated the job from the start. Dr.
Richard Webber (James Pickens Jr.)
gladly takes back over the role of
Chief.
While Dr. Grey and Dr. Yang (Sandra Oh) struggle to get cleared for
surgery, Dr. Shepherd, along with
Dr. Sloan (Eric Dane) and Dr. Torres
(Sara Ramirex) perform the "impossible" surgery. The surgery consists
of literally cutting the patient's face
open in order to remove a brain
tumor. Meredith exclaimed, "You're
driving awful fast Dr. Shepherd; the
least you could do is wear a seat belt."
Luckily, the patient comes through
the surgery successfully but with extensive recovery time ahead of him.
Lexie (Chyler Leigh) clears for surgery before many of the other doctors simply because she supposedly
only needs a reprieve - and 50 hours
of sleep- after the traumatic events.
During the premiere, Lexie has a
huge breakdown in front of a patient
yelling, "Do you want me to just kill
you? Maybe it would be easier with a
gun! Does anyone have a gun?" This
caused the patient to be very concerned about her safety.
Dr. Bailey (Chandra Wilson) held
Dr. Percy in her arms while he died
during tne Season 6 finale. This oc-

currence shows up as Dr. Bailey falters during her recovery. Dr. Bailey
is very good at hiding her emotions
and rising above the obstacles that
she faces emotionally with patients,
but this event takes a huge toll on
her. Because of this traumatic loss,
Dr. Bailey ends her fledging relationship with Ben (Jason George).
"I'm not wearing white," proclaims
Dr. Christina Yang as she spoke with
Meredith about her marriage to
Owen (Kevin McKidd). This plot
twist arose over the summer from
series director, Shonda Rimes. The
writers of "Grey's Anatomy" are famous for intentionally fake spoilers,
but at the end of the episode
Christina and Owen confess their
love for each other in front of the entire cast of characters, save Derek because he has gotten another reckless
endangerment ticket and is left in jail
by Meredith. Christina wears a gorgeous red dress with Meredith as her
Maid of Honor. Meredith proclaims
Owen "perfect" and Christina seems
a very joyful and confident bride.
The Season 7 premiere laid down a
fantastic foundation for the remaining episodes. As the doctors deal
with the stress of the aftermath from
Season 6, will they be able to fully recover and move on from what happened? Stay tuned to the following
drama-filled episodes of "Greys
Anatomy" Thursday nights on ABC
at 9 p.m.
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AU the 'Bones' Fall Back Into Place This Season
COURTNEY JONES

S

naging Editor

T h e last time we saw the
-forensic anthropological team
k at the fictional Jeffersonian
% Institute in D.C., Dr. Tem• perance "Bones" Brennan
#(Emily Deschanel), FBI Spec i a l Agent Seeley Booth
(David Boreanez), Dr. Lance
Sweets (John Daley), and his
girlfriend Daisy, who interns for
^ ^ ^ ^ Dr. Brennan, all met at the Dulles air™ ^ ™ p o r t in D.C.

I

mysteiy of the child's identity and save Cam from
being fired for incompetence. After the team disbanded, the Jeffersonian eliminated the program,
so enter a plot twist of Bones being selfish for
leaving.
So all it takes for Booth to get out of active duty,
Bones to return to the United States, and Sweets
to end his sabbatical early is a quick phone call
from Julian. Umm, yeah right. Granted there is a
hilarious scene where Bones and Daisy try to appear more feminine to local guerrillas in order to
avoid capture. Daisy strips to herfrilly,pink underwear while Bonesfightsoff the men with martial arts. Because, you know, that happens in the
jungle.
Once everyone is back in D.C., and Bones has
recruited former intern Wendell to help, it takes
about ten minutes for everyone to figure out that
the skeleton is not Logan Bartlett. This makes
Cam look like an idiot, seeing that she couldn't
figure it out for three months. Booth and Bones
track the skeleton to North Korean immigrants
and discover the death was accidental; the parents are not charged.
Outside of the lab, she learns that Angela enjoyed painting in Paris, and since she and Hodgins got back together at the end of last season,
she reveals to Bones that she is pregnant. Oh and
Hodgins doesn't know, but by the next scene of
Angela and Hodgins, all he can talk about is how
happy he is to be a father. Good for character development, but it would have been more appreciated if that news had been delivered on screen, if
not simply for the reaction.
Elsewhere, Sweets (who has an unfortunate
beard and isfreshoff his sabbatical of piano playing) and Daisy decide they are not engaged, but
continue to be intimate. Booth and Bones talk
around the metaphorical elephant in the room
(or as the episode is appropriately titled "The
Mastodon in the Room ) which is their current

^ ^ ^ Booth left to train locals to fight in®"®®"surgents in Afghanistan while Bones
decided to search for the origin of
• • • •
man in Indonesia. They agreed to
meet in one year at the reflection
pool. Angela and Hodgins got
Dack together and moved to
¡Paris for a year. So that was the
big cliffhanger of the fifth season
finale; a big one year later. Will
Bones and Booth continue with the sexual tension/relationship teaser buildup? Will Booth die?
Flash forward seven months, since naturally it
would be too simple and borinjj to flash forward
a whole year. Dr. Camille "Cam Saroyan (Tamara
Taylor) is struggling to identify the remains of a
child, who the media believes to be a missing
child named Logan Bartlett. Cam is interviewed
on local television about her work with veterans
and brain damage, but it turns into an inquiry
as were some of the designers'
produced,
KATIE REILLY
to
her ability to do her job.
ideas. Andy South, following his nonA&E
Editor
Attorney
Caroline Julian, the character with
the
traditional
profile from last week,
most cynical view of how the bunch gets
their
turned out a metallic-warrior look,
T
h
i
s
week
on
"Project
Runway"
the
work done to solve crimes, spends the interview
complete with a helmet and fauxchallenge
was as
to the
create
a high-fashion
on
the phone
person
who tries to leather
get the pants. His companion look was
look with
a companion
everyday
look.
whole
gang
back together
in D.C.
to solve
the
Each designer was assigned a certain a classic little-black-dress with metalaesthetic to work with, including crys- lic lining to tie it in with the warrior
tal, velvet, metallic, and bright'. Though plates. I personally thought that the
throwing the designers through a loop- nigh-fashion look was peculiar, but the
hole was a part of the norm, the prize judges loved it. Not only that, they
for the win sure wasn't. What was it thought his helmet completed the outyou ask; $20,000 dollars to slap around fit
in their bank accounts.
Gretchen Jones, a winner of two previous
challenges, took the most diffiThe designers were each given $300
dollars to complete the high-fashioned cult of the four choices and went with
look and another $100 for the day- velvet. Not only did this put her at a
look. Well the dough was lenient, the high risk of turning out something
time was not. They had to complete hideous, it also could have gone wav
these two looks in the space of two downhill in the way of fashion. Instead,
she turned out a magnificent bodays. So naturally no pressure, right?
What surprised me most about this hemian dress, complete with hand
challenge, and then the looks that it sown beading on the back and little

S

love life. Bones has nothing and Booth
supposedly has a journalist girlfriend
whom he rescued in the Middle East. Not
sure if that's true or not; it looks like the
writers are going to keep teasing us, but the
banter is as witty as ever.
Booth manages to discover through paperwork that Logan Bartlett's dad had
some suspicious activity in the days after
his son's disappearance, so he, Bones, and
the Logan's mom follow the dads to a park,
where they see him take Logan for a play
date. TUrns out he wanted to punish the
kid's mom for reasons we aren't told.
The episode ends with Bones, Booth and
Julian at a pub, where they decide she is the
"lynchpin of the group for getting them
all back together. Everyone is going to stay
and work at the Jeffersonian again, including Cam. There is also a touching scene of
Booth and Bones welcoming each other
home once they re-enter the lab where
they work. Hopefully the rest of season six
won't speed tnrough and tie up all the
loose ends like this first episode did. We
are only left to wonder the state of Sweets
and Daisy's relationship, and whether
every case will be solved as quickly as the
ones in this episode.
Season six did a good job of explaining
the characters lives, but the mystery was
solved in the first half of the episode and
finished up after the characters had their
touching welcome back to our former
lives" talks. At least they kept the format of
having more than one case to solve. The
season is starting slow and I'm waiting to
be impressed.
Grade: B-

feathers over the entirety of the dress.
The day-look had the same bohemian
layering to it, but the slit along the legs
was graceful and the drape ofthe dress
was beautifully done. Her looks placed
her in the top three.
April Johnston, a girl addicted to the
color black, actually made two looks
that I thought deserved better recognition. She produced a detailed black
jumper with a fur collar and a low-cut
oodice. I thought her ready-to-wear
look was beautiful with its butterfly
sleeves and metallic lining. The judges
declared her in, both a good and bad
thing because every designer wanted to
score this week's win.
The bottom three: Michael Costello,
Valerie Mayen, and Ivy Higa. While
Michael's being in the bottom three
was no surprise, I was amazed to see
Ivy there. Last week Ivy produced a
garment that landed her in the top. Va-

bers in the letter, which matched her daughter's cell
phone. Beckett thinks the letter was written by the
killer, but Castle thinks otherwise. Penny agrees with
This weeks "Castle" was more mysterious. With a him, saying that her mother sometimes typed letters
title like "He's Dead, She's Dead," I was intrigued, as and dion't sign them. Nofingerprintswere found, so
usual! A medium is murdered, stuffed in her couch this mystery is getting more confuddled.
Then, another twist: Steve Adams is brought in. Achaving been stabbed in the neck with an ice pick What
an ujpy way to die! It turns out the victim is the cording to sources, Vivian helped convict him of
renowned medium Vivian Marchione, who Castle is a killing his wife, which alleges revenge with Vivian's
murder. He was also wearing all black, to which Casbig fan.
tle
says, "Black is the new guilty." Adams angrily yells
In talking with Vivian's daughter, they had talked
around 1 p.m. that day and she was waiting for her last in interrogation, "If I could prove her a fraud, then I
clients, a mother and daughter named Paula and Ma- could prove I didn't kill my wife." However, Adams was
rina Casillas. According to daughter Penny, Vivian had working with a reality TV producer, so Castle and
helped put away over a dozen people for crimes Beckett aren't sure what to make of Adams or his case.
That night, Castle arrives home to find his mom in
throughout the last ten years.
tears
- She went to Chet's earlier that day to return the
Theirfirstsuspect was a man named Albert Moreno,
who was witnessed in Vivians office around the time of ring and found out he'd died in his sleep from a masthe murder. Vivian had told him previously that if he sive stroke. She spent the day with Chet's family reinvested in a New Jerseyrealestate deal, hed find true ceiving visitors, but then tells Castle the kids wanted
happiness. Huns out, the deal fell through a month her to give the eulogy at the funeral because she was
"the love of his life," and she wasn't sure if she could do
prior. Perfect motive, right?
Not exactly. When Moreno left Vivian's office, he met it
To further confuse things, Penny returns to the
with his broker to negotiate selling his lavish house to
make up for the failed investment. He was reunited precinct the next day and tells Beckett about a dream
with his old high school sweetheart, and it made him shed had - Beckett will meet an Alexander and he may
the happiest man in the world. Castle quipped, "In- one day save her life.
vesting in the real estate deal brought true bankruptcy, Going back to Adams and the reality TV producer,
but also led to true happiness." So now the mysteiy was they were plotting with Vivian. She had called them on
the afternoon ofner murder and only needed to conwho killed Vivian?
According to the detectives, Vivians so-called ex- firm one more suspicion, and then they would be
trasensory abilities were due toresearch,and lots of it. ready to catch a killer.
To make a long story short, the mother Paula CasilIn order to make it appear she connected with her
clients, Vivian looked into their public records and las ended up killing Vivian because her husband
Emilio was having an affair with one of his co-workers.
other goldmines of information.
Meanwhile, Castle's mom is dealing with the issue of Vivian was apparently about to solve Emilio's murder
having been proposed to by CheL He let her keep the and restore her name as New York's #2 psychic.
Oh, and that thing about Alexander? Turns out that
ring while she tnoueht about it, but she confesses to
Castle's middle name is Alexander. And he wrote the
Castle that "the thrill is gone" with him.
The next day at the precinct, detectives find that most eulogy for his mother for Chet's funeral.
Tune in next Monday at 10 p.m. on ABC for more
other people nad never heard of Vivian Then, an interesting plot twist: A letter from Vivian was found, puzzles, mysteries, and fun with "Castle."
postmarked the day she died. There were four num-

LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor

Rotunda Reporter
T h e much anticipated second season of Fox's
hit TV series Glee aired this past lUesday, and by
the sound of it, it far surpassed the standards of
"Gleeks" everywhere. It was an exciting kick-off
for the second season, with the introduction of
new students, new teachers, new drama, and of
course, new catchy musical numbers.
So what's new in William McKinley High
School for the students' junior year of high
school? Glee club realizes they need more recruits
to compete at nationals in New York, so they bust
into Jay-Z's "Empire State of Mind" in the courtyard to get the attention of other students, which
ultimately doesn't happen.
Rachel and Finn, on the other hand, notice students on their own. Finn catches Sam Evans
singing a pitch perfect tune while taking a shower
inrnelocker room and Rachel catches Sunshine
Corazon singing flawlessly along to her iPod as
she walks into the bathroom.

From this encounter stems
an awkward duet with Rachel and Sunshine to
Lady Gaga's hit "Telephone", which is broken up
by tne one and only Sue Sylvester.
The Cheerios coach has managed to keep her
humor and amplify it this second season, as she
proves with the Wch of dog poop cookies she offers to her new rival Shannon Beiste, the new femalefootballcoach.
What else did you miss in the drama-filled premiere? Quinn gets back on the Cheerios, Santana
gets a boob job, Artie loses his girlfriend Tina to
Mike Chang, Finn gets kicked off the football
team, Brittany claims she was inappropriately
touched by Coach Beiste, Sunshine is picked up
by Vocal Adrenaline, Sam gets Finn's quarterback
position, and no one actually shows up for Glee
Club's auditions.
Let's just say you missed a lot If you want to catch
next week's sizzling Brittany Spears episode, tune
in to FOX (Channel 7) at 8 p.m. and get in the
groove.

dress.
I thought for a moment that the
judges would be sending both Ivy and
Valerie packing because they couldn't
decide who had made the bigger mess.
In the end it was Ivy that was chosen to
be 'out.' I personally think Valerie was
the weaker link, and surprisingly, she
thought so too. Valerie cried to Ivy in
the back room, claiming she was the
one that should have gone home.
Mondo claimed the win again for this
week with a couture dress that was as
equally bizarre as Andy's. His pattern
choice was zigzagged fabric with vibrant colors as the backsplash. The
whole thing, in my opinion, was a bit
over the top, but the judges all agreed
that it was his stellar construction techniques that pulled his dress from crazy
to nigh-fashion. Mondo scored a place
in the top last week and it seems as
though he means to remain there.

Plot Thickens for 'Castle'

A Great Premiere for the Gleeks

KAITUN RADICAN

lerie, on the other hand, has been in
the bottom for the last two challenges.
As it was, Michael made a horrible
scarlet dress complete with a twenty
foot train that looked like a bridesmaid
dress on steroids. Add his oddly
shaped drapin&of the fabric and it was
bound to be a disaster. But again, to my
dismay, the judges found something to
admire in his hideous creations and he
was declared safe.
Valerie, sticking a little bit too literally
to her aesthetic of crystals, created an
angel costume complete with a skewed
halo attached to the poor models
shoulder. She then turned the tables for
her day-look and made a tuxedo black
dress, the exact opposite of her highfashioned look, though just as unattractive. Ivy disappointed me and the
judges with her strange blue prom
dress, complete with chiffon sown in
strange ways across the front of the

OPINIONS/EDITORIALS
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Cosmopolitan is Not A Step-By-Step Guide to Living Life
There are other articles that are designed to make women para- the magazine as well
Focusing on the articles about cheating, I have to point out that
noid. These articles tell you things like if he puts his hands in his
Editor-in-Chief
pockets, he might be hiding something. Yes, the explanation gives if you have to actually do things to keep your manfromcheating on
more detail ¿en that but not enough to make me interrogate Corey you, are you sure that this is the bestrelationshipto be in? Cosmopolitan makes a lot of great points in a variety of their articles, but the
when his hands go into his pockets.
I love Cosmopolitan magazine. I read it for comedic relief. I enjoy a
Oh, Cosmopolitan also told me that if I text him a lot or vent to information is more of a thing to think about, not a call for action.
This is not an anti-Cosmopolitan rant I think the puipose of
lot of the features they have to offer. I think Cosmopolitan reruns the same myfriendsI could be sabotaging my relationship. Which make sense;
the
magazine
is to give woman fun, interesting articles that they can
material over and over, but I still keep being drawn back to read it I don't expect that half the time Fm getting texted first! The get him to forthink it's a problem when woman read the magazine to pass time and take give you article seems great, except every man is different. So when read and enjoy to take a breakfromreal worlaresponsibilities. And
a break It's the women who believe this is the magazine in which they need you try thesetipsand your guy doesn't automatically say everything I think the woman who read the articles on their lunch break and
laugh and gossip over girls night should keep reading the magazine
to lead their life by that need to step back and take a look at what they are is ok, don't be shocked.
reading.
The article that really pushed me over, however, was the one that because in the end- Cosmopolitan is a fascinating magazine.
These articles, however, are not meant to adaeducational value,
I use to think Cosmopolitan was this mature feminine magazine filled told me how to avoid marrying Mr. Wrong. Sure, some of the advice
with valuable information that adult woman needed to know. I got a subis great, but there is no such thing as a "checklist" that assures whether make women think on a higher level or change the world. They are
scription bade over winter break, and after reading Cosmopolitan consisyou should marry a man or not Even if this checklist was authentic,
tently for about ten months I have realized that it's a bunch of crap.
it wouldn't be the same for everyone. It couldn't be. How can one ar- sob in a bowl of ice cream because Cosmopolitan told you that your
Seriously. The articles that appear areridiculous.And the worst part is,
ticle, with a handful of tips, aetermine whether each and every Mr. Right is "Oh So Wrong,"rememberthat at the end of the day,
there are women out there that read these magazines and believe that the
woman in a relationship snould go for the commitment with her their purpose is to make a profit
Just an ending note. I do not think a magazine that runs an artiarticles are 100 percent without a doubt true.
man?
These articles are meant to attract attention. They are meant to make
Cosmopolitan teaches you how to cheat-proof your man's love, cle on "How to Mali Your Relationship Last right next to an article
women who are shopping in grocery stores or walking by magazine racks
how tofigureout if you should dump him, what he is hiding from on "100 Naughty Things to Try in 50 Words or Less" can be considon the street stop ana do a double take. The bright colors and large text
you, signs he is about to propose, signs he is over you, how to keep ered the absolute source to figure out how to have a lasting and fulheadlines promising better intimate experiences (in more blunt language of nimfromcheating, whether you should move in with your guy, and filling relationship and marriage. So don't think because
course) are designed to make woman pull out their wallet and purchase
Cosmopolitan tells you what you should and shouldn't do you have
how to get him to propose.
the magazine just to find out the 100 tips that they need to know.
These are tempting topics, usually filled with juicy fascinating to follow. It's just a magazine.
This magazine is geared towards adult women, but more and more
tidbits of information meant to make thereaderlaugh, and more imcollege women are reading the magazine. Not only that, but more and more portantly gossip with herfriendswhich makes them run out and buy
20-year-olds are getting serious in college relationships, and with more and
more engagement rings being flashed on campus it seemed like it was an
appropriate time to point out that Cosmopolitan is not the absolute guide
to nappy and lasting relationships.
As I wrote this editorial I went onto Cosmopolitan's website to see what
articles they have up. First article I come across: The #1 good girlfriend
habit to break. This article goes on to say that when your guy is stressed
out, don't overload on the support. Even tnough you think you are helping,
you are probably causing more damage.
Another article showed the six worst things I could say to a guy. Not
j university that has led to the decision for the students to be forced to pay an enormous amount of money 1
only did I feel like there were things on that list that were stupid to put on
get
to
see perform. While I am not refuting that the decision made was in the best interest of the students' safety, this situation should have
there: yeah maybe they aren't great conversation starters, but they also are
been
addressed
well before a week and a half prior to Oktoberfest. To wait this long before making such a decision is simply irresponsible
not that horrible. Also, I feel like there are a lot of things I could say that
on
part
of
the
university.
As of today, Mortar Board is in the process of securing a replacement band for Three 6 Mafia and funding forthis
were much much worse than, "He's a great guy — you should be friends
band
will
be
taken
from
the
reserve account (money that belongs to the students). I feel as though that since the decision to cancel Three
with him."
6 Mafia and cost the students $16,500 was made not solely by SGA alone, but by the university alone, that it is the university that is responsible
for paying the cost of securing areplacementband. To make the students pay additional money to correct a wrong made by the university
is simply unfair, especially when the decision to allocate more money was not made with the consent of the Senate, but by only the President and advisor of SGA. It is my hope that in the future the university will not be so irresponsible when it comes to handling their students' money.
NICOLE DALES

Community Submissions

PROm

m

James Pine

The Rotund* would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to therotundaonllneQgmall.com

Props to:
+ Much-needed rain
+ The Five County Fair
+ Course changes
+ The president saying you should get an "A"
+ Lancer Park's sand soccer tournament
+ Cool professors

Drops to:
- No umbrella
- Soaking through your shoes
- The gym being busy
-The FAB being late
- People who are too cool to stand at
Executive-in-Residence
- Stale animal crackers

were obvious to even the most oblivious of students. It was individuals who committed these crimes, and they just happen to be of one
race.
Dear Editor,
Three 6 Mafia has a strong following, I will not pretend to the
know statistical breakdown of racial groups, however Mortar Board
I have always been proud to be a Lancer. As a second year gradu- would not have voted them in if they were not popular across all racial
ate student, Irad myself constantly bragging about not only the pro- boundaries. I have heard Mortar Botpd and SGA rationalize that
fessors, but also the people here at Longwood. Unfortunately, this Three 6 Mafia has a history of Violent audiences. Well, that should
past week that has all been challenged. While I have heard many re- have been considered BEFORE we signed a contract with them.
tortsfromMortar Board and SGA members concerning their deci- Three 6 Mafia willrightfullybe paid in full $11,000. That is almost the
sions in the Three 6 Mafia case, none of them have been sufficient in exact cost of my graduate education.
explaining it
I hope the Longwood community and our SGA President learn
Longwood has experienced a rise in gang violence within the past from this experience and recognize their own prejudices before sendfew weeks, andreportedlythe gangs involved are mainly made up of ing out an email such as the one I received earlier this week And,
African-American males. However, that does not mean that all lastly on a personal note, I believe we should all be more afraid of
African-American males are violent or that they should be considered Justin Bieber fans.
"individuals associated with violent behavior. The combination of
insinuating that Three 6 Mafia's audience is violent African- Ameri- Sincerely disappointed,
can males and our SGA President's comment that we do not want
"those individuals" on our campus, is called social gathering, a form
of racism. The racial overtones of die email sent out by Tim Pierson Jen Jackson

Three 6 Maña Response

Interfiraternity Resolution 2010-11
Whereas the lighting on the south end of the newly constructed Lancer Park walking bridge is perceived as inadequate by
the fraternity men of Longwood University.
Whereas the role of the Interfraternity Council is to advocate on behalf of the eight member fraternities.
Whereas Longwood University is constantly reminding its students to be mindful of their surroundings and safety concerns.
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Therefore, be it resolved the Interfraternity Council recommends to the Student Government Association to take proper
action by providing adequate lighting to provide a safe walking environment on behalf of all Longwood University students.
Joe Brown, IFC President

The first 11
students to
solve the
riddle will be
given
something
new.

Heroes true
Their uniform is blue
They walk the campus, protecting you
Talk to them; they'll give you something hew

The Spirit of CHI walks on...

Rotunda Editorial Policy: Editorials, Letters to the Editor and/or Online Comments are viewed by The Rotunda editorial
board before publication. All are encouraged and become property of The Rotunda upon reception. Submissionsfrom anorym
sources MAY be printed with approval of the editorial board after analysis. Letters or comments that distastefully attack individ
ororganizations, or use excessive inappropriate language will not be printed. Determinations are made solely by The Rotund
torial staff andfaculty adviserfs).
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% PIGSKIN PICK 'EM WEEKLY FOOTBALL PICKS
BEN MAITLAND: (12-6)
- No. 1 Alabama over No. 7 Florida:
The Tide had a scare last week aeainst
Arkansas, but if they limit mistakes
they can overpower Florida.
-No. 9 Stanford over No. 4 Oregon:
Stanford has opened some eyes by
joining the Top 10 rankings.
-Virginia over Florida State: They have
a fighting shot at the Seminoles with
Mike London's leadership.
-Pittsburgh over Baltimore: Charlie
Batch had a big game against Tampa
and the Steelers defense is playing like
the "Steel Curtain" of old.
-Philadelphia over Washington:
Michael Vick has reasserted himself as
a premiere QB in the league.
-Miami over New England: The Dolphins played stout against the Jets on
Monday night, but came up short.

#

KEENAN CRUMP: (11-7)

NATHAN EPSTEIN: (4-2)

-No. 1 Alabama over No. 7 Florida:
The Tide rolls at home thanks to dominating defense and running game over
a Florida team.
-No. 9 Stanford over No. 4 Oregon:
Stanford will need all the luck they can
get to win in Eugene.
-Virginia over Florida St.: This is a
statement game for the Cavaliers at
home.
-Pittsburgh over Baltimore: Steelers
win a defensive slugfest at home to set
up a surprise 4-0 record ahead of the
return of "Big Ben" at QB.
-Philadelphia over Washington: McNabb's return to Philly will be a back
page story as Michael Vick assumes the
mantle as the new man'to lead the Eagles to the promised land in this NFC
East rivalry.
-New England over Miami: Miami's offense wilfstruggle to keep up with
Brady and the New England attack.

-Virginia over Florida State: the
strength of this new-attitude Virginia
squad is their defense and florida's
state's weakness is their defense. Virginia squeaks by at home.
-Alabama over Florida: Florida has
looked less than dominant thus far this
season.
-Oregon over Stanford: Two high-octane offenses going at it, but Oregon has
the upper hand at nome.
- Pittsburgh over Baltimore: Pitt's defense has been nothing short of nasty
this year.
-Philadelphia over Washington:
Michael Vick can now not only run, but
pass the ball well. Washington s defense
is struggling at the moment. Philly fans
get what they want: a win over Donovan.
-Miami over New England: Fins prevail
at home under the lights on Monday
night.

GUEST: KEVIN GREEN

ADMINISTRATOR: DR. TIM PIERSON

No. 1 Alabama over No. 7 Florida: Strong running game and strong defense lead Alabama over the Gators.
-No. 4 Oregon over No. 9 Stanford: Too much speed for Stanford.
-Virginia over Florida St.: Mike London gets first really important win.
-Pittsburgh over Baltimore: Steelers defense comes down to stopping
Ravens offense.
-Philadelphia over Washington: Too much Vick for Redskins.
-New England over Miami: Tom Brady's offense is clicking.

-No. 1 Alabama over No. 7 Florida: I like Alabama as will most of the country in
this game.
-No. 4 Oregon over No. 9 Stanford: This will be the best game in the Pac Ten.
-Virginia over Florida St.: The Cavs will edge the Seminoles in this one.
-Baltimore over Pittsburgh: The Ravens will stop the three game winning streak.
-Philadelphia over Washington: This will be a big win for the Eagles.
-New England over Miami: I don't see New England getting beat two weeks in a
row.

Men's Soccer Ties VCU, Loses to Radford
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

Zack Mahon advances the ball down the field.

Photo Courtesy: longwoodancers.com

DOMINO'S PIZZA
New sauce.
New crust.
New cheese.

Now accepting

Lancer Cash!

Student Value Menu: Just $7.99

Large 1 topping pizza
Medium 2 topping pizza
Small 1 topping pizza & 20 oz. Coke
Any chicken & bread
Any 2 breads
'Mtr-

OPEN REALLY, REALLY LATE!
Mo nday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

2 AM
3 AM
1 AM

For coupons or to order online go to
w w w . f a r m vi Il e d o mi n o s . 0 0 m .
B e c o m e a f a n of D o m i n o 's P i z z a - Farmville, Virginia o n
F a c e b o o k t o h e a r a b o u t o u r s p e c i a l s right a w a y o r just o a l

(434)392-3000.

T h e Longwood University
men's soccer team fought hard to
a 1-1 double-overtime tie with
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) of the CAA on
Wednesday night, Sept. 22. The
match was held at the Athletics
Complex in Farmville. The
matcn was delayed for nearly an
hour during halftime due to
lightning and thunderstorms in
the area. Junior Zack Mahon
scored his second goal of the season in the 62nd minute for the
Lancers.
Both teams went back and
forth defensively in the first half.
VCU held the advantage in shots
attempted 5-4 during the opening period, but the Lancers
played tough. Junior goalie Joel
Heunick made two critical saves
in the first half, keeping the
Rams at bay. Freshman Nick
Surkamp appeared to have a
wide open snot attempt early on,
but the VCU goalkeeper came up
with the save to keep the match
knotted up.
After the game resumed, the

Lancers fired the opening salvo
when senior Harvey Headley
sent a free kick into the box.
Sophomore Mike da Fonte got
his head on the ball and sent it to
Mahon, who sent it sailing into
the goal to give the Lancers the
1-0 lead in the 62nd minute of
the match. The Rams rallied in
the 81st minute when CJ GehinScott scored on a tough penalty
kick to tie the match at 1-1.
Longwood's Michael Tegler received his second yellow card of
the match on the play leading up
to the penalty kick, forcing the
Lancers to play a man down for
the remainder of regulation.
In the second overtime, the
Longwood players were tenacious, taking on five corner kicks
from the Rams and only allowing one shot. Helmick nad five
key saves in 110 minutes in goal,
while Gabriel Rodriguez had two
equally key saves for the Rams.
VCU outshot Longwood 16-7
and had an 8-4 advantage in corner kicks during the match.
Headley and Surkamp each had
a team-high two shot attempts,
while Gehin-Scott had a gamehigh four shotsforVCU.

"The big difference was that
we were dialed in against VCU,"
said Head Coach Jon Atkinson.
"We knew VCU had a lot of talent on the ball and we addressed
what to expect come game time
and gave the guys some understanding of their responsibilities.
The information and communi" cation from our guys was much
better against VCU. Getting the
go-ahead goal was critical for us
because it put us in a position to
win. That was thefirsttimewe've
done that this season. Against
that VCU team, that's a moral
victory in our eyes."
Tne men's soccer team then
dropped a heartbreaking 1-0
matcn to Radford University of
the Big South Conference on
Sat., Sept. 25 at Radford. The
game was hotly contested before
Radford scored on a penalty kick
in the 85th minute. Longwood's
record now stands at 0-7-1. They
return to thefieldon Tues., Sept
28, when they travel to Charlottesville to take on the University of Virginia at 7 p.m.

Men's and Women's Golf Recap
JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
G o l f season is underway at Longwood University, and the men's and women's teams have
made strong starts to the year. Both teams have
already participated in their first tournament,
and practicing hard to prepare for upcoming
competitions.
Tne men's team recently competed in Longwood's Manor Intercollegiate held at the Manor
Resort Golf Club in Farmville, Va., a 7,214-yard,
par . 72
layout.
According
to
longwoodlancers.com, the Lancers won the team
title with a 54-hole score of 290-285-300—875,
leading second-place High Point University bv 29
shots. Junior Ross Sumner won individual
medalist honors with an impressive two-under
par score of70-71-73—214, constituting his first
win in a college tournament and nearly breaking
the tournament record of 213. He ana his teammates senior Michael Young (70-73-74—217,
2nd), junior Austin Gray (75-71-76-222, t-4th),
junior Kenny Leech (75-70-77-222, t-4th), and
junior Bobby Fox (76-79-88-243, t-32nd) secured the overall team victory. Three individual
athletes—freshman Dylan Jensen (74-75-81—
230, t-17th), freshman Kyle Bodin (81-75-76232, 20th), and senior Jed Rasnick
(78-78-82-238, t-27th)—also competed in the
tournament, finishing in the top fifty percentile
of players.
According to longwoodlancers.com, Head
Coach Kevin Fillman was pleased with the overall outcome of the tournament: "We didn't necessarily play the round we wanted to play today,
but it's great for us to start the year with a win."
Coach Fillman is optimistic about the prospect
of future tournaments, but recognizes that the
athletes must continue working diligently to succeed. The Lancers competed again in the Cornell

Invitational on Sat.-Sun., Sept. 25-26, held in
Ithaca, N.Y. at the Robert TVent Jones Golf Club.
The women's golf team also met with relative
success at their first tournament of the year, the
University of Michigan Wolverine Invitational in
Ann Arbor, Midi. According to longwoodlancers.com, the women finished ninth among 17
teams, while Florida International University
(FIU) won the event with its 301-292-303—8%
at the 6,167-yard, par 71 layout. Freshman
Amanda Steinnagen led the Lancers with a score
of81-75-79-235 that tied for 36th in the field of
90. Also competing for Longwood were juniors
Alexa Boucher (78-80-79-237, t-42nd) and
Brooke Mallory (80-77-81-238, t-48th), along
with sophomores Ariel Witmer (77-77-85—239,
t-54th) and Ha Lee (78-83-81-242, t-67th). The
Lancers wereforcedto play the tournament without their senior standout Kameron Carter who is
currently out of the lineup with an injury.
According to junior Alexa Boucher, the
women's golf team nas recently been entering in
higher ranked tournaments, contending with
tougher competitors such as FIU and Iowa State.
The team's ninth place finish is relatively impres, sive in the face of such competition. The Lancers
competed again on Fri.-Sat, Sept. 25-26 at the
Yale Womens Intercollegiate, a 54-hole tournament at the Yale University Golf Club in New
Haven, Conn. Boucher saia the course at Yale is
completely different from those the team is accustomed to, featuring undulating greens and
more difficult shots. The women have been hard
at work preparing for such obstacles, and planned
to bring strong competition to the tournament at
Yale.
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Meet the Team: 2010-11 Men's Basketball Recruits A Facelift
was thefirsttime he had ever actually seen me play. Then, he offered me at a Myrtle
Beach tournament about two weeks later. I met the other coaches later on. That was
Sports Editor
thispast summer.
Tne Rotunda: What can you bring to the team that will help them improve from last
Player: #21 Mark Parker
year?
Position: Guard-Forward
Parker I'm areallybig shooter. Iplay shooting guard and smallforwardWith Kevin
Height 6-6
Swecker being gone, I really think I u be able to nop by shooting and getting rebounds
Weight: 190
and mixing it up even though I'm taller than a normal guard I just want to help my
Class: Freshman
team as much as possible.
Hie Rotunda: How has the team gelled so far?
Q& A with Mark Parker
Parker We know each other really wellrightnow. It went a lot quicker than I
The Rotunda: Tell me a little about yourself, where you grew up and where you'rethought it would Everybody knows eaai others strengths. Everybody's learning what
from.
we're good at and what we can work on. We have a really good intensity level but we
Parker I was born in Clayton, N.C, but the school I went to was about 10 miles outcould probably talk a little more on defense. That's the biggest thing is communicatfrom where I'm from (West Johnston Hig^i School).
ing.
Hie Rotunda: When did youfirststart playing basketball?
The Rotunda: Are there any games in particular that you're lookingforwardto?
Parker I've been playing all my life. I was around seven years old when I really first Parker We play Campbell and that's kind of where I'mfromCampbell isn't too far
started I've been playing AAU ball every summer, going to camps. It really got big overfrom my place. Kansas and Virginia Tech are high-level teams. Those are tests to see
the last couple or years, going to invitational things and getting my name out there. what type of Division I ballplayer you are.
Hie Rotunda: Did you ever play any other sports?
Hie Rotunda: What do you think of the coaching staff sofor?Is everything good?
Parker I used to day football, but not in high school. I just kind of focused on bas- Parker Oh, yeah. I mean Gillian's hard; hell be lard on you when he needs to be.
ketball and trainedforthat
Also, they will all be on your side and push you. That's what I want I didn't want anyThe Rotunda: Were there any stats that stood outforyou during high school?
body to just pat me along and not push me to get better. Gillian and the other coaches
Parker During my senior year, I averaged about 22 or 23 points with around eight will make you get better. That's their job.
rebounds andfourassists.
The Rotunda: What do you do in your spare time?
The Rotunda: Why Longwood? What factored into you coming here?
Parker Just hang out with people, withfriends.Back at my house 111ridefourParker I wanted to go to a mid-level school, but also play really high competition.wheelers andfish.Lately, it's iust been a lot of basketball, which is cool with me.
I can'tfindanything wrong with the schooL I like this type of environment because
The Rotunda: What would be a successfulfirstyearforyou?
where I'mfromthere is a lot of tradition and community involvement
Parker Just doing my part to help the team out I want to try to get as much playHie Rotunda: When did youfirstmeet Coach Gillian?
ing time as I can and work as hard as I can to help us win. Definitely breaking .500
Parker Ifirstmet Gillian mien I was in Pennsylvania at a "hoop group" camp. That would be nice.
BEN MAITLAND

The LU Club Baseball Team Has a Successful Start to the Season with a 3-1 Lead
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
Longwood's club baseball team is off to a good
start during the fall season, holding arecord013-1.
They are looking to continue their dominance after
winning District 3 West andfinishingthe 2010 season ranked in the top 10 nationally. The team traveled to the University of Maryland on Sept. 26 where
they played a double header against Maryland's Division I club team. The Lancers played nine innings
in Game 1 and seven innings in Game 2. They split
the series one game apiece.
The Lancers got off to a rough start in Game 1
of the double header, giving up 10 runs in the first
inning. They settled down and ended up playing

well for the remainder of the game. Junior pitcher Sophomore TVIer Fobert pitched the next three inBrett Draper made a relief appearance for senior nings in relief, and sophomore John Ponton closed
Jensen Clark in thefirstinning and went 7 2/3 in- the game in the seventh inning. The final score was
nings, giving up four hits, two walks, and no earned 11-2.
Longwood Club Baseball faces a tough schedule
runs vmile striking out six. Senior catcher Matt McCloud went 1-4 at the plate with one RBI. Draper this fall with remaining games against William &
said "We gave them too many walks and we did not Mary and Virginia Tech, among others.
hit well with runners in scoring position."
Draper said "Getting prepared for the spring
The Lancers looked strong offensively in Game season is what the fall season is all about. Playing
2. McCloud stayed tough at the plate, going 2-4 with smart, fundamentally sound baseball is our goal
a double and two RBI. Freshman infielaer Jacob right now and if we ao that well put ourselves in a
Bowlin had a breakout game offensively,going
going2-4
2-4 goodjrxosition to win every game we play?
with a home run, a double, a stolen base, ana
and two
Hiis weekend the Lancers will face Maryland's
Division II team in a four game series on Saturday at
RBI.
Sophomore pitcher Sean Atkins got the start in 1 p.m. and Sunday at 1 p.m. The games will be held
Game 2. He went three innings, giving up three hits, at the Field of Dreams in Farmville.
one walk, and no earned runs while striking out two.

Update: Men and
Women's Rugby Games
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
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Identities and Prospects

by Dr. James L. Peacock

7:00 pm
September 30th
in Hull Auditorium
Longwood University
with Reception to Follow

Dr. James L. Peacock
is Professor of Anthropology
at the University of North CarolinaChapel Hill. Dr. Peacock, who is also a
member of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences and is arecipientof the Boaz
Award from the American Anthropological
Association, has recendy published
Grounded Globalism: How the U.S.
South Embraces the World (Univ.

of Georgia Press, 2010).

After taking off the spring season, the Longwood women's rugby team
did some serious recruiting and re-organization and came back with a
vengeance defeating the University of Virginia 39-17. The backline consisted of Nikole Sharkbait" Varhegvi, EmSy "Jersey" Laura, Josie Zulica
and Gabby Dixon who all combined for five tries, two conversions and a
very stubborn defense led to a comprehensive win in the non-league
match. The forwards, led by Brittany "Blew" Lewis dominated every set
scrum and line-out and also made sure the back had plenty opportunities
to score. Laura was named woman of the match as a result of scoring twice
and leading Longwood to their victory.
The next game is against Virginia Commonwealth University at the 1st
Avenue ?ielaat
Field at 11i
11 a.m. this Saturday. More information is on-line; at longwoodrugby.org
Lineup: Brittany Chapman, Katy "Diego" Nance, Taryn "Ice Box" Langmead, Nicole Bird, Maria Wheaton, Hannah Butts, Jessica Estep-Johnson,
Brittany Lewis, Bridget Dykes, Nikole Varhegyi, Emily Laura, Josie Zulica,
Gabby Dixon, Alex Hauver, Annalise TVoxer Substitutes: Meredith Boyd,
Jessica Richter, Sarah Roche, Kiki Witcher.

Mens Rugby Dominates HS-C
Coming into this newest revival of an oldrivalry,Longwood and Hampden-Sydney College (HS-C) were shaping up in a tight battle with tne
teams tied for first place in the Virginia Rugby Union (VRU) Standings.
Seven tries, three conversions and one penalty later the dismantling of
Hampden-Sydney was complete. HS-C managed a single score on a blown
kick coverage but otherwise, they rarely even crossed the midfield line into
LU territory. The offense was led by Preston Leep who directed backs Jesse
Kelly, Jaye Kennedy, Chris Boykin and Dan Waite. Freshman fullback Eric
Minor, made sure the rear guard and Bradley Rogers led a comprehensive
forwards game. There was much more improved rucking and dominating
scrumming. The win leaves Longwood in first place in the VRU standings
with HS-C falling to fourth place. Longwood's B-side, led by "Karl" Connelly, handled HS-C 24-0. The next game is against Mary Washington
under the lights Friday night at Lancer Park At 6:30 p.m. Wear black for the
BLACK OUT. With wins over Washington & Lee and Christopher Newport University, Mary Washington will prove a stubborn opponent. More
information can be found at longwoodrugby.org Lineup: Patrick Parker,
Jimmy Bittner, "Lars" Shepherd", Brad Rogers, Alex Randall, TJ Van Petten, Casey Jones, Frost Salem, Justin Singer, Preston Leep, Jesse Kelly, Jaye
Kennedy, Dan Waite. Chris Boykin, Eric Minor Substitutes: Mike Allen,
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Persons with disabilities who wish to arrange
accommodations or material in an alternative format may
call 434.395.2391 (Voice) or 711 (TRS).

BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
A . lot of change has
come to Longwood since
the university gained Division I status several
years ago. All of the sports
teams, from basketball to
baseball to soccer, are
playing bigger-name opponents and are competSPORTS
ing for victories more
COLUMN
often. Just look at the
scheduleformen's basketball this year. They start the season at Kansas and
will also compete against schools like James Madison, William & Mary and Virginia Tech. Women's
soccer is 7-4 this season, including a victory against
Big South school and in-staterivalLiberty. Just look
around. Student interest in Lancer athletics is
slowly but surely on the rise around campus.
There's just one problem. The infrastructure at
Longwood is not quite up to par with some other
universities.
Now when I say infrastructure, let me clarify
what I mean. I'm really talking about the facilities
that are associated with the sports teams on campus. There is a lot that can be done to improve the
overall quality of thesefacilities.I've got a few suggestions that I think are feasible. Not only are they
feasible, but they would add to the overall quality of
the product that Longwood has to offer, that being
its NCAA program.

"The infrastructure
at Longwood is not
quite up to par
with some other
yy
universities.

Women's Rugby Tackles UVA
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The grass parking area acrossfromthe soccer
field at the Athletics Complex needs a facelift.
There is very limited parking next to the stands and
the press box at the soccer field That paved lot can
only hold around 40 cars, if that many. After that
lot fills up, everyone who shows up to a soccer
match has to park in the grass lot and walk around
thefieldto get to the stands. A lot of Lancer students andfansmight agree with me about this. That
dirt and grass parking lot is very bumpy and rough,
especially on low-riding cars. I own a Honda Civic
and I hate driving across that lot, even if it is only
once or twice a week. I worry constandy about flat
tires or hitting a bump wrong and scra|lng the underside of the car on the ground That area is just
not in good shape. There's no getting around that.
I suggest either smoothing the dirt over to get rid of
the bumps or paving the whole area. Paving it
would be a welcome improvement to a lot of fans
and students. Fans and students who go to the soccer andfieldhockey matches deserve to have a better place to park. I don't want to sound like I'm nit
picking, but it is something that can be done.
Longwood's golf course could also use some
attention. Some or the tee boxes need to be redone
so that there are no dime-sized rocks in the way
that can damage a club. I know thefalland winter
months are on their way, but keeping a course in
decent shape should be a priorityfordie staff at the
course. Money is always a concern, but financially
the golf course could only benefit from some additional funds. Apathy is not a positive state of mind,
but having pride and working hard to move forward is.
It will be interesting to see what changes come
to Willett Hall and Charles Buddy Bolding Stadium
in the nextfewyears. I will be long gone from here
by the time any additions are put in place at those
locations, but it would be cool to see Willett Hall
capable of holding more people some day. The
same goes for the baseballfield.Longwood's enrollment numbers continue to grow will each passing semester, which can only mean additional fans
of Lancers athletics. I know that economically times
are still a little tough. These are, again, just suggestions from a concerned student andfanwho wants
to see Longwood reach new heights. A nip and a
tuck here and there can make a world of difference
goingforward.Longwood not only needs to keep
building new things, it also needs to improve on
what it already has.
Again, I'm not trying to split hairs just out of
spite. What I am trying to do ia hold the athletics
department and the decision - make rs accountable
for making this school all it can be. This school and
its athletics programs are yours to careforand nurture. Embrace some of these improvements and see
them through, even if it means pouring a little asphalt along the way.

